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By LEE DICKASON
A group of San lose state
University students are now
organizing to fight the threat of
tuition facing the California State
Universities.
According to Ted James, a member
of the A.S. Education Task Force.
students now face a possible tuition
of $2,041 per year.

"Ronald Reagan, Chancellor
Dumke and many of the trustees are
pushing tuition at the state
universities," James said. "There is
no specific bill to impose tuition at
this time, but students should be
aware of the possible threat to them."
he added.
A local company, the Academy for
Educational Development, Inc. of

Election booths
open for votin
Voting booths for A.S. elections
will be open today and tomorrow
from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Sob Dofiery

Well, this one will curl up in your lap too

The booths will be located at the
following locations: Ninth Street
between the Student Union and the
art building, in the area between the
S.U. and the old cafeteria. at Seventh
near San Carlos streets, between the
education building and MacQuarrie
Hall, and in front of Library South.
A special booth will be located

between the Dining Commons and
be West Hall from 5 to 7 p.m. and
three other booths will be open from
8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
The balloting will be on computer
cards. For executive and attorney
general spots the computer card will
have spaces marked with numbers
corresponding to the various slates
and candidates.
A separate sheet of paper will tell
voters which numbers represent
which slates.
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’Neighborhood Analyses’ forgotten;
SJSU housing problems increase
By BRAD BOLLINGER
and BUZZ EGGLESTON
First of two parts
Taking a step toward solving the problems of the area surrounding the San
Jose State University campus may have been the purpose of the 1968
"Neighborhood Analyses" report. But the problems defined in that report still
exist as they did in 1980 and in some cases have gotten worse.
’rhe report was supposed to tell the city "where it’s at," according to John
Norberg, a researcher for the Redevelopment Agency for the city of San lose.
But instead, it has just collected dust. In fact, the report sat on office shelves
for four years before it was cited as an information source by a member of the
San Jose City Council.
Norberg explained why the city began work on "Neighborhood Analyses"
originally.
"Every city that receives funds from HUD (Housing and Urban
Development) has to have what they call a workable program," he said.
"The workable program consists of several different components. There has
to be adequate building code, general plan for neighborhoods and code enforcement activities. There is a series of requirements that have to generally
be met, and one of these is a neighborhood analysis."
The report should indicate, Norberg said, that the city is aware of its
depressed areas and that it is attempting to direct federal money toward
alleviating the problems of those areas.
Norberg said the 1968 "Neighborhood Analyses "were of particular importance because of the vital role they played in getting HUD’s recertification
of San Jose’s workable program.
"In the past they (the city) had very inefficient neighborhood analyses," he
said, "just once over lightly. HUD finally said you had better do a good one."
It was then that the city planning department together with five other city
departments and the re -development agency began work on "Neighborhood
Analyses." Six months of research and investigation later, in November of
1968, the finished report was submitted to HUD.
"Most of the data," Norberg said, "was from the 1960 U.S. census and the
1966 special Santa Clara County census. The county realized in 1964-65 that it

Council chambers on the third floor
of the college Student Union.
Task force members are also
working to oppose Pres. Nixon’s impounding of financial aids funds.
"There are over 4.000 students now
getting financial aid, mostly
minorities." James said. Nixon’s new
plan will make it more difficult to get
aid, and if tuition were imposed
many of these students could not continue school.
Students on other state university
and college campuses are also
moving to oppose tuition. A recent
release from CSU Los Angeles urges
students to write to state senators
and congressmen to protest tuition.
The SJSU task force is now passing
petitions opposing tuition. Petitions
are available in the A.S. offices in the
S.U. In addition, the committee will
soon offer form letters for students to
send to state legislators.
"We hope the form letters will help
increase the student response on this
issue, lames said. "Tuition will really
affect everyone in California."

Business Office
gets $89,000
Six budgets for the 1973-74 fiscal
year were approved yesterday by the
budget committee, among them an
$89,000 request from the A.S.
Business Office.
Also approved were:
Summer Session activities and
services, $21,500.
A.S. executive, $14,600.
Student assistance, $9,000.
Information
Environmental
Center, $1,500.
A.S. Election Board, $980.
The AS. Business Office request of
$89,017.99 earmarks nearly $75,000
for salaries and wages to ASBO employees.
An additional $13,800 will go to
operating expenses.
The summer session budget, which
derives its income from registration
fees ($1.65 for every three-unit
class), will provide $9,000 for
entertainment, roughly $5,100 for
recreational programs, and another
$4,900 for ASBO services.
The A.S. Executive account will
allow $7,800 for grants-in-aid to the
A.S. president ($3,000) vicepresident and treasurer ($2,400
each).
Three thousand dollars is set aside
for travel and conferences and $2,100
for operating expenses.
The Student Assistance account
will hold money for executive assistants, secretaries, and receptionists in the A.S. offices.
As much money as possible will be
set aside, as stipulated by the committee, in an attempt to get matching
federal monies for work-study funds.
Approximately $6,000 was mat-

ched from last year’s account, which
was a part of the executive budget.
The Environmental Information
Center requested just $1,000 but an
additional $500 was added by the
committee for telephone costs.
The A.S. Election Board budget
will go, for the most part, to printing
expenses ($600) and computer rental
($200).
The 13-member committee, which
forwards its budget recommendations to A.S. Council for final approval, meets again tomorrow at 8
a.m. in the A.S. Council Chambers.

Future chance
for off campus
meal tickets
Students living outside the dorms
may be able to purchase meal tickets
next fall, according to Bill Allison,
Auxiliary Enterprises manager.
The plan is being discussed by
Allison, Cordell Koland, housing
director, and Spartan Shops.
Allison explained a major problem
was calculating whether the dining
commons could handle more
students.
There are 1,708 spaces in the
dorms. Allison believes the Dining
Commons could squeeze in a
maximum of 2,000 students,
provided each seat is used at least
twice during meal hours.
Koland explained that nothing has
been decided yet and that it is still in
the idea stage.

’New trend in local politics’

Radicals vie for council seats

By BRUCE JEWETT
Radicals have been elected to city
council seats in Berkeley and
perhaps, soon, in Santa Clara county.
If radical hopes in Palo Alto are
fulfilled, a new trend in local politics
may begin.
The Palo Alto Community
Coalition is made of four candidates
representing four diverse segments
vocational schools; reviewing the VA
of their local leftwing; Tenants’
housing loan program; reviewing the
Union, Child Care, Peace Union, and
VA "Outreach" program; initiating a
Venceremos.
farm cooperative training program;
On May 8, they will be pitted
tax reforms to benefit Vietnam era
against a slate of conservatives and a
vets.
slate of liberals. Five seats out of nine
Other resolutions include no), are up for grabs and a total of 16 cancounting the G.I. bill as income in the" didates, independents and slates, are
mat ter of financial assistance; asking
running. The top five vote -getters,
that Congress release funds held for
regardless of affiliations, will win.
VA programs the convention does
"What happened at Berkeley is
not think are working; studying revery encouraging to us," John Philo,
employment of vets wanting their
24, Stanford graduate physics
previous civilian jobs back; asking student said. He represents Palo
state governments to count military
Alto’s Tenant’s Union.
time towards retirement from state
"The big difference between us and
employment.
Berkeley," Philo continued, "is we are
Further proposals stipulate federal
a coalition of groups and not indisability payments not be deducted
dividuals. We have been working in
from unemployment insurance; that
the community for the betterment of
unemployment compensation be set
the community for a long time."
at a uniform national level; that the
He described Berkeley radicals as
formal date of the Vietnam conflict be
uniting only at election time. All four
changed from 1964 to 1961; that
of the Palo Alto radical slate said
National Guard or Reserve personnel
they and their groups have been acwould not receive benefits that
tive in their community.
would not go to a regular vet.
They cited work on a child care
The last two resolutions ask that
center, a drug abuse center, and
state and local governments institute
demonstrations against industrial
vet services from federal revenue
expansion and land developments as
sharing funds, and that the
some common causes their groups
Emergency Employment Act of 1971
have worked for,
not be discontinued. The convention
Philo is primarily concerned with
agreed the termination may result in
bringing about low cost housing. he
"disemploying tens of thousands of claimed the lack of strong student
the 60.000 Vietnam era vets presently
and Black populations in Palo Alto
employed" under the act.
indicates the need for such housing.
Alvarado said there are nine states
"It’s a very different situation here
that give vets additional benefits.
than in Berkeley," Philo stated.
These benefits, he said, range from
"Berkeley has a huge student
outright bonuses to free tuition.
population and it has a large Black

Concerned veterans
approve resolutions
California
seterans
were
represented for the first time at the
sixth annual convention of the
National Association of Concerned
Veterans last week according to Tom
director
of campus
Alvarado,
veterans’ affairs and president of the
Association of California Veterans.
The convention took place in
Phoenix, Ariz., and was attended by
delegates from 39 states. Alvarado,
25, was co-chairman of the convention’s legislative committee, which
he said accomplished much.
"We pushed through 27 resolutions
that will affect every veteran in the
country," Alvarado said.
The resolutions received a
unanimous vote in Phoenix and will
be introduced to Congress, Alvarado
said.
The resolutions begin with a cost of
education provision that would adds
$1,000 bonus to the al. bill; extension of al. bill time from 36 to 48
months; extension of the G.I. bill application deadline from eight to 12
years after separation: an automatic
cost of living increase in benefits:
benefit payments paced to the individual’s needs; a guaranteed
student loan program for vets; and
small business loans for Vietnam
vets.
Resolutions continue with stopping cutbacks for disabled vets; the
VA administrator’s appointment
subject to Congressional approval;
improving the VA appeals system:
revamping discharge reviews;
reviewing
the effectiveness of

was growing so last that ten years was too long a period to find out what was
really happening."
In terms of the college neighborhood in an area comprised of four census
tracts, bordered on the north by Washington Street; the south, by William
Street; the west, by First Street; and on the east by Coyote Creek, some
outstanding problems were uncovered.
At the time of the special county census, 15,807 persons lived in the college
neighborhood, comprising a residential density computed on the earlier 1960
census data of 41.6 persons per acre.
After the report, much more recent data has indicated a population jump to
17,295 and a residential density of 45.5 persons per acre.
Residential density is based on people per acre of housing units. That is,
open unoccupied land is not included in the computation.
Despite the significant jump in population, the number of housing units, (a
single apartment, for example, is one housing unit), has increased by only 179.
This means the increased population, about 1,488 newcomers to the area,
equals 8.3 persons per each new housing unit. Realistically, over-crowding
must exist throughout the neighborhood.
The report analysis of housing units also reveals that the college
neighborhood has several undesirable conditions prevailing. Renter occupancy and absentee landlordship ranks higher than most equally sized
neighborhood areas.
On a scale of Ito 10, with an average of six for renter occupancy, the college
neighborhood ranked a number iti
(See page lai

Palo Alto recently did a study for the
legislature urging tuition.
"Another plan considered by the
agency is a charge of $25 per unit,
which adds up to $75 per class."
James said.
Bob Meyers, another member of the
task force, added that the trustees
may also be considering a charge for
non-required units, such as classes
outside the major or general
education requirements.
"The purpose of our task force is to
make students aware of what they
are up against," Meyers said. "We
want people to see that tuition would
affect everyone, not just the
students."
Meyers speculated that many
taxpayers would see tuition as a
means of lowering taxes. "But many
taxpayers have young children now
who may want to attend college
sometime in the future," Meyers said.
"Then they will be affected by the
college hikes."
The task force meets every
Thursday at 12:30 in the Student

population within its boundaries. We
can’t count on votes like they can.
Here, most Stanford students commute because they cannot afford to
live in Palo Alto. As for Blacks,
they’ve been dumped off in East Palo
Alto."
East Palo Alto is an unincorporated residential area, mostly
Black and separate from Palo Alto. It
lies on a fringe of San Mateo County
and is noted for its unpaved streets
and generally poor conditions.
"We will definitely make East Palo
Alto an issue," said Jeff Youdelman,
28, a machinist and former Stanford
teacher. He is the candidate for
Venceremos, a militant Maoist
organization.
"East Palo Alto has no industries,"
he continued, "There is no tax base
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Carney Andersigen

Ready, aim, fire

and the people cannot provide
services for themselves. People there
pay the highest property taxes in this
part of California. They just have no
way of generating wealth."
One solution, Youdelman said,
would be to redistrict industries from
moving into the Palo Alto-Menlo
Park area and force them into East
Palo Alto. He also would like to see
Palo Alto extend its gas and electric
utilities to its neighbor.
Palo Alto bought its utility
facilities from Pacific Gas and Electric and is making a profit from
dispensing utility services, according to Philo.
Other issues, the candidates
agreed, will include more city funds
for child care center expansion, and
conversion of armament industries to
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peacetime products.
"We want child care centers where
parents are the major policy makers,"
said Carol Peterson, 27, Child Care
Center candidate, who taught college
and pre-school.
Palo Alt o’s single cit y-funded child
care center came about, according to
Ms. Peterson "after much agitation
with the city council. Right now it
serves the working people. They pay
what they can on a sliding scale."
Ms. Peterson said the center where
she works, has about 25 children and
a "big backlog." She said she sees
need for more centers funded by the
city, especially in view of recent
federal cutbacks to child care
facilities.
(See page 10)
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The East Bay Sharks do a skit for the radical state at Berkeley campus,
University of California. Berkeley is the first community to have members of a
radical coalition elected to its city council, as might happen in Palo Alto.
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Bill will kill campus services
Assembly Bill 159 goes to the
state legislature’s committee on
education next month and with it
goes the fate of three major
departments, eight Associated
Student -funded campus services,
and the student government
at this university.
The bill, introduced by Assemblyman Ray E. Johnson, R -Chico,
proposes that the now-mandatory $10 A.S. fee which supports these organizations be
made voluntary on an individual
basis.
What this will mean for the
student at S1SU is that he will be
$10 richer. What it will mean for
the programs affected may not be
so simple.
Without the added financial
boost of the $10 per person A.S.
fee, the budgets of the communications media, music and
athletics departments will suffer
crippling slashes.
The future of competitive
sports, the Spartan Daily, the

SJSU Marching Band, the Birth
Control Clinic, A.S. Program
Board, the legal aid service,
Housing Office, A.S. Recreation
Board, and A.S. Council is at
stake.
The Spartan Daily would not
be able to exist on advertising
revenue alone.
The Spartan Marching Band,
the major expenditure of the
Music Department, would be left
virtually fundless.
The concerts, lectures and
films now sponsored by the A.S.
Program Board would be nonexistent.
And perhaps most importantly
of all, this campus will be left
with virtually no student
representation,
unless
alternative Student Council funding can be found.
Assemblyman Johnson does
not feel that he is being"punitive"
in introducing A.B. 159. He
believes it will act as an incentive
to shape up the student
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government organization in the
California State Colleges and
University system.
We cannot help but feel that his
bill is a move to reduce the
already too diluted student
powers on this campus.
The consequences of this bill
are too serious to be taken lightly.
Implementing such a bill without
having an alternative method of
funding handy is hazardous and
foolhardy.
We realize the state is shirking
the responsibility of funding
instructionally related programs,
but can do nothing more than
lament the fact.
These numerous programs are
part of departmental curriculum,
without which a student cannot
receive his degree.
And because they are classes,
they should rightfully be funded
by the state.
But until such time as a viable
met hod of funding these
programs is found, we must oppose A.B. 159.
To protect the future of our
campus services and academic
departments and to ensure a
student government, we urge
students to take a direct stand
against Johnson’s bill.
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Californiachokes on experiment
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Forty-nine states will get a oneyear delay in meeting the air
pollution standards set down by
the Clean Air Act of 1970.
Californians will get the catalytic
converter.
The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has granted the
extension to the other states
because Detroit auto manufacturers have stated repeatedly
they would not be able to produce
engines that could comply with
the 1975 standards.
But California, according to the
EPA, has a more serious air
pollution problem than any other
state, and therefore must meet the
standards on time. This must be
done through the installation of
catalytic converters on all 1975
cars sold in the state.
These devices will allow
Detroit to sell cars with engines
that are just as dirty as the

Linda

present ones. The converters
must be added to bring the cars
up to the emission standards and
will cost each California car
buyer an additional $255.
Though California probably
has more air pollution than any
other state, it is grossly unfair to
experiment with the people of
this state alone, especially with a
device as inadequate and expensive as the catalytic converter.
It would seem more sensible for
car manufacturers to give us an
engine that is clean in the first
place, without having to add
these devices.
After all, General Motors,
Chrysler
Corporation and
American Motors spend millions
of dollars for advertising every
year to boast to the consumer of
so-called
"advanced
their
technology." If they are so
technologically advanced, why
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Armenians remember cultural ties
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Listen to ’La Hora Latina’
.1
Bienvenidos uno y todos
ustedes. Espero que se hayan
divertido mucho y que todos
eaten list os para volver a entrarle
con fe. Ahora que estamos bien
descansados pues let us begin.
I just want to once again
remind all of you that the elections are once again here. They
start today, and also tomorrow.
So go out there and check things
out. There are a number of
Chicanos that are running, but
due to the limited space I cannot
name them all. At any rate make
sure than you get yourselves out
there and vote!
Hey
did you know that
Supermosca, the Electric
Lowri der and El Cisco Kid all trip
out on the new program is going
to be broadcasted on the radio?
They all will be doing their thing
when "La Hora Latina" starts its
braodcast every Tuesday and
Thursday. It all starts on May 1.
So trip out on your radio KSJS
90.7 on the FM dial. It starts at
8:30 to 9:00. Esuchen y
diviertanse. Con la musica de los
had guys.
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An after the election
celebration which happens to be
the fifth of May un dia muy bien
conocido por todos nosotros, it all
will take place at University of
California at San Francisco
Medical Center.
The celebration will start on
Monday the 30 of April and will
go for the whole week with
Friday being the big day and
dance. There will be more on this
later so keep on the lookout.
Chancing the tempo a little,
here is an excellent poem by a
right on Chicano.
Here it is...RAZA DE BRONCE
Raze de bronce immortal raza de
america entera, de to pueblo
de tu pueblo pedestal del enemigo
barrera.
Raza de sangre mestiza del Indio
y del Espanol,
que naciste en esta tierra donde
siempre brilla el sol.
Raza del bravo Cuauthemoc y
Moct ezumas valientes,
demadora de los pueblos y triunfos sobresalientes.
Roza de historia sagrada por tus
conquist as enormes
por tu herencia consumada con la
sangre de tus hombres.
Raze del guerro Azteca, que en los
valles te extendiste
dominaste al tlaxcalteca y al
tolteca redimiste.
Roza de color de fuego y de espiritu indomable
raza del Mexico antiguo y de fame
perdurable.
Raze que reinaste siempre, en el
valle y en la sierra,
fuiste ejemplo del oriente y simbolo de esta tierra.
Raze de estirpe bravia, de figura
perdurable,
raza de inmortal hombria raze
raze valiente y estable.
Alberto P. Garde
Comment by the authorPar ml
raze habla el espiritu
Pues all that I have to say to
this is Right On y te aventaste
Alberto.
Remember todos voten y
port ense bien que nada lea cuesta.

Armenians are a people whose
century has been conquered for
centuries. Armenia, now one of
the 15 republics of Russia, is
bordered by Georgia, Turkey,
Iran and the Black Sea on the
west and Russia on the east.
Eastern and Western conquerers
crossed the mountainous 11,580
square miles in order to conquer
one another.
In 1908, the Turkish
government became a democracy
and shared the cultural life of
Armenia. Between 1908 and 1915
Armenians were the major contributors to the cultural growth of
what is now present day Turkey.
W.W. I gave the Turks the opportunity to side with Germany
and conquer Armenia for
geographic and cultural gains.
This incident is referred to as
the 1915 Armenian massacre. The
genocidal tragedy led to the massacre of one and one-half million

Armenian men, women and
children. Young Armenian girls
were taken back to Turkey for
wives.
people
Armenian
internationally have tried to
retain their cultural heritage
dating back to the times of Noah’s
Ark.
In order to focus nation-wide
attention to the tradegy of the
April 24, 1915 massacre and to
commemmorate those who escaped the tragedy, all Armenian
people are being asked to donate a
pint of blood to their local Red
Cross chapters. The blood is
donated with the hope that never
again will so many people have to
die in such a genocidal manner.
This donation will also help
thank the Red Cross for its efforts
in saving thousands of Armenian
children from starvation in the
aftermath of the massacre.
The donation of blood between
April 24-29 is also to thank those

----Paula Dorian
who fled and were able to carry
on the Armenian heritage.
In the past, the blood of
Armenians has been shed freely
through many centuries in
attempts to destroy Armenian
people. By donating blood, you
can help to save someone else’s
life.
Please give this week to the
local Red Cross chapter.

Editor:
Tuition is in the air. An inflationary trend brought on by
an unfavorable war has caused
prices to skyrocket. School
campuses have remained
relatively quiet for the past
couple of years. So now the administration finds its opportunity to push tuition on us.
There doesn’t have to be any
drastic actions taken if it is
understood by those who
would do this that there is a
firm, concentrated effort to
block its inception. Those
lethargic individuals who
believe this is in the best
interests of all concerned
should consider the matter
more thoroughly.
In the first place the revenue
for schools presently comes
from property taxes. It would
be foolish to think that these
same taxes will be cut back
when tuition is a reality. Cite
the example in a diversion of
military spending instead of
cut backs (i.e. domestic affairs).
The second major argument
should be that of the financial
burden this will represent to
lower economic and minority
groups. Higher education up to
this century has been
primarily for those in the
correspondingly higher income brackets, therefore the
wealthier become wealthier.
If tuition is passed this
problem will arise again and
create an even greater chasm
between the economic classes
of this country. With the rising
cost of living it is becoming difficult for economically
deprived people to even make
it through high school. When it

comes to a decision about
college it won’t even be considered with the pending (anticipatory) tuition hikes.
A change to university
status is not enough of a reason
to start charging tuition. I have
seen San Jose State since that
change and I have noticed no
significant differences in the
educational facilites, in the
remote event that tuition is incorporated the assurances
should be made and carried
out.
Financial aids programs
should be increased whether
tuition is raised or not. This
not only insures an education
to all those who are qualified
but insures them a chance in an
equal opportunity society.
Since all great countries are
built around a principle of
education this should not be
denied to those qualified
recipients. If anything more
financial aid should be obtained to insure a surplus of
highly literate people to improve not only this country but
the world.
Don Shannon

Accept gift of love
Editor:
There he is, and you have to
pass by him. He wants some
money for a cup of coffee; and
he’s broke. What can you do?
What will you do?
You can give him some
money, but you don’t. There’s
that brown bag all crunched
together at the top, it’s
probably port. How does that
cigarette stay put when he
coughs? Yes, you feel sorry for
him.
Is it because, he is telling you
about the war and you can’t tell
which one it was? He was a

can’t they build a clean
automobile engine in the five
years they have been given to do
so?
The answer is simple. Car
makers do not produce clean
engines because they don’t want
to, not because it is impossible.
They do not want to sink money
into research and construction of
a non-polluting engine that
would replace the internal combustion type.
The Japanese have already
developed two cars with engines
which can meet the 1975 standards for air pollution emissions.
These are the Honda and the
Mazda. This certainly proves a
clean engine is technologically
possible.
It is time Detroit got down to
the serious business of producing
a clean engine for American cars,
instead of trying to convince the
American public there are no
alternatives to our present inefficient engines. Japan has shown
at herwise.
The catalytic converter is not
the answer to Californian’s air
pollution problems. It simply
helps to perpetuate
our
dependence upon the internal
combustion engine at the cost of
the breathers and drivers of the
state.
It is regrettable the EPA did not
stand up to Detroit car manufacturers and demand that they comply with the law, and even more
regrettable that the catalytic
converter is being pushed off on
California.

Comment

Disproportionate coverage
It is important for readers to be
on guard against "news
personalities"
who
by
circumstances, status, or prestige, command unproportionate
press coverage.
The, press philosophy toward

Letters to the Editor
Raise in tuition

Ilalliato

Marine, and has a tatoo to
prove it. Or maybe it’s because
his wife left him. It makes you
sad.
So you step back. That’s the
way of the world. There is pain
and sorrow. This guy messed
himself up. Maybe he just got
the bum end of the stick. Most
likely, he grew up in a bad environment.
But you are still standing
there...aren’t you? I mean that
people see you there, along
with a slumped -over wineo.
You are the only one close
enough to hear. He asked for
money. He’ll just buy booze
and tobacco, so you can’t give
him money.
You know it is better to give
than to receive. But the giver
must first receive something to
give. What does this man need?
He needs a new life of purpose
and joy. What do you need?
You need to receive this new
life yourself, before you can
share it with him. Do I mean
that both of you need the same
thing?
Let the Bible explain. All of
us are in the same boat, "for all
have sinned and fall short of
the glory of God" (Romans
6:23), but "God demonstrates
His own love for us, in that
while we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us" (Romans
5:8). "For by grace you have
been saved through faith; and
that not of yourselves, it is the
gift of God; not as a result of
works that no one should
boast" Eph. 2; 8, 9).
You see, "In this is love, not
that we loved God, but that He
loved us and sent His Son to be
the propitiation for our sins."
(1 John 4:10). We must receive
the gift of perfect love before
we can give it.
Christopher Kidwell

these persons is based on a sound
contention that persons of power
and influence should be well
monitored. Their actions may
affect many.
But yesterday, University Pres.
John H. Bunzel received a public
relations "bonus" by the
appearance of a front page story
in the Daily which deserved
neither the front page nor space at
all.
The subject was not new. Dr.
Bunzel, in his speech, merely
reviewed once again his contention that a "quota" system
undermines Title VII of the 1964
Civil Rights Act which protects
against job discrimination on the
basis of race or sex.
Dr. Bunzel’s position has been
stated in a number of stories
written by myself and other Daily
reporters.
Still, many people are ignorant
of the issue, and may not realize
the great controversy raging
between those who agree with Dr.
Bunzel’s interpretation and those
who don’t. Yesterday’s story
could appear to give additional
weight to Dr. Bunzel’s position
because no counterpoint was
made by the reporter.
This effect is one of the dilemmas of journalism. The reporter
handled the story well. The assignment was simply to relate
what Dr. Bunzel said to an assembly.
The story’s position was the
result of a lag in news flow,
forcing the city editor to scramble
for anything resembling a front
page story.
This only illustrates a "blind
spot" which many journalists
have toward key news figures.
Many times such stories appear
beacuse of the person’s
prominence. Other factors, such
as those mentioned, can elevate a
story to an unjustified status.
Alert reporting and a good
perspective of the value of
material can prevent a
newspaper from becoming an
unwitting public relations
organization for "newswort hies."
But it is the reader’s responsibility to be critical in his
reading, being aware of an
inherent weakness of the press.
Steve Terry
Asst. Copy Editor
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News Review
’An overwhelming thrill’

Bodies found
in Santa Cruz

Glider flying is ’sheer poetry

fl IAN GI. STIN A
Compiled from The Associated Press
SANTA CRUZ Iwo women, one beheaded, were found in an
Antos home yesterday after the son of one telephoned police from
Pueblo. Colo, to report the slayings. He told police he wanted to
surrender.
Pueblo police arrested Edmund Emil Kemper Iii, 24, at a pay
telephone oft an expressway early yesterday. He was arrested as
he talked on the phone alter Santa Cruz police contacted Pueblo
police and kept him on the line until they arrived.
Dectective Bud Murray said inspectors went to an Antos
house and found the bodies about 8 a.m. He said one victim apparently was a resident of the house and the other a visiting
friend. It was not yet determined how they died.
The two slayings make a total of 19 homicides reported in the
Santa Cruz area this year.

By PEG SENNETT
/le floated iiitii the classroom. His feet hardly touched
the floor.
His face radiated a look of
sheer bliss as he stumbled
slightly then gracefully settled
his lean body into the chair. He
raised his chin as if trying to
touch the ceiling with his
head.
"I’m still high," he said grinning and glanced longingly out
the window at the brilliant
sunshine.

Senate gets death penalty bill
SACRAMENTOA death penalty bill, which would reinstate
the death penalty for police killers, hired murderers, and torture
slayers, was sent to the Senate floor today by the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
Voters approved Proposition 17 last November which calls for
the restoration of capital punishment. That gave the legislature
the power to reinact the death penalty in specified instances
provided that it made the penalty mandatory for those cases.
The death penalty bill is authored by Sen. George Deukmejian.
R -Long Beach. It is SEI 450.

U.S. says cease-fire violated
WASHINGTONNorth Vietnam Was formally charged with an
illegal buildup of its military force in South Vietnam by the U.S.
yesterday.
The U.S. charged that 30.000 Communist troops were moved
through Laos and Cambodia into the South since the cease-tire
agreement was signed last lanuary.
The statement said the vast quantity of military equipment
shipped secretly into South Vietnam without the least effort to
observe the peace agreement is a matter of extreme concern.

Krulak testifies in Papers trial
LOS ANGELESRetired Marine Lt. Gen. Victor Krulak testified against Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo yesterday,
saying a segment of the Pentagon Papers could have aided the
Communist Chinese when the defendants copied it.
Krulak differed strongly with Paul McCloskey, R -San Mateo,
Santa Clara, that a volume of the Pentagon Papers detailing the
1965 Marine landing at Da Nang was long out of date and useless
to an enemy when Ellsberg and Russo copied it in 1969. .

Ken 01.10

Mike Russell gets pre-flight instructions

Alviso fete
this Sunday
Community
News
ServiceA benefit concert for
Alvisans will be held Sunday
at the Alviso Park on Taylor
Street. Eight bands, including
"Stoneground.
"Truckin."
"Charley Musselwhite," "Coal
Train," and "Dirty Butter jug
Band," will play.
According to Steve Cole, the
purpose of the concert "is to
raise money for the people in
Alviso to repair their streets,
and to hire lawyers to help
them de-annex from San lose.’
Recently the city council
voted to wait until a law suit
which is now in the appellate
court against the city of San
lose is decided.
The suit, Conales VS. San
Jose. questions the elections

foul
yeai s ago which consolidated Alviso with San
lose.
Cole said the group working
on the project is called the
"Committee to Free Alviso."
He said 4,000 tickets had
been printed and would sell
for 82 each.
Cole stated there would be
stands where persons will be
selling jewelry, arts, and
crafts. He said persons would
be welcome to set up their own
food or arts and crafts stands.
He said advance tickets can
be obtained at Underground
Records,
Third and San
Fernando streets, or the
shelter Saloon located on W.
San Carlos Street in San lose.

"Man, what a ride. I just
finished soloing and I’m still
up there." He chuckled and
added, "I’m bound to blow this
test."
But Mike Russell didn’t
blow the test. He pulled a
perfect "A" and it was another
victory for the latest craze for
college students and the
fastest growing sport in the
Bay Areaglider flying.
Flying gliders is adventure,
excitement and sheer poetry,
according to those who try it.
It’s also freedom from
pollution and contamination,
and it seems there is no other
way to snuggle up to fluffy
clouds, swoop about in the
sparkling rays of the sun and
cruise about in ecstatic
freedom.
Russell flies from the Sky
Sailing Aviation in Fremont.
Price of lessons
Lessons cost between $12
and $20 depending on how
high you want to go (in the air
that is). Without a teacher the
base price is nine dollars and a
dollar and a half for every
thousand feet you want to

About five hours of instruction is required before a
student pilot is ready to solo.
When that important time
arrives, the student is patted
encouragingly on the shoulder
with the helpful words, "O.K.
’lake her up."
One student said. "the
words don’t sound like much
but they sure scare the hell out
of you."

Rees asked il Travel Mart
would feel jeopardized if
Student Services West
brought its business on campus.
In an interview, Travel Mart
Vice-Pres. Tom Jenkins said,
-We have no objection to
Student Services West here.
-As it stands now they are
not a travel agency. They cannot sell stock tickets, make air
or steamship reservations or
design charter flights.
"But if they change their
concept, then the Student
Union couldn’t house two
travel agencies.
"Also, we are a student
travel entity that designs
travel
programs.
Student
Services West is not," he
added.
Lieurance assured the board
that Student Services West
would not contract with
SUBG. They would contract
directly with the Associated
Students.

’Review’ suspended
"Saturday Review" officials announced yesterday the suspeo
mon of its weekly San Francisco based operation. They also announced the magazine has filed for reorganization under the Bankruptcy Act.
-The reason for the reorganization is that we do not have sot
licient funds to carry out the ambitious program undertaken
year and a halt ago!" said Fred Wylie, chairman of the "Review’s
Executive Committee.
Wylie was referring to the shutdown of its eastern operatoo,
tor a west coast operation that offered its readers a different
style and format.

Barrett said, AI King signs
the contract, Student Services
West should offer its services
directly out of the A.S. Offices,
and not with a table or room
allocated in the Student,
Union."
Lieurance argued Student
Services West is an A.S.
program providing a service
for the student, and depending
on availability would like to
request a room in the Union.
Barrett stated the contract
approved by AS. Council had
a provision that stipulated the

A.S. Office would provide
space."
Barrett said Spartan Travel
Mart believes it is offering a
thorough service, andwctually
wanted a longer lease.
Board member Andy
McDonald suggested a writ ten
report be prepared voicing the
pros and cons and presented to

The thrill is overwhelming
and pilots are known to sing
and shout and even weep with
toy.

Climbing into the cockpit, he
pulls a plastic cover over his
head, fastens seat and
shoulder
belts
and
familiarizes himself with the
stick and rudder pedals.
Few instruments
’t’here are fewer instruments
to watch than in a small
airplane. A simple variometer
indicates up and down
movements. An airspeed indicator, altimeter and compass are the only other things
to worry aobut until landing
time.

’the Schweitzer Co.. in
Elmira. New York, is the
biggest dealer in gliders. But.
there is a sudden influx of imports also from Europe.
Kits available
Some are sold in kits and
cost about $3.000. Members of
flying clubs have been known
to share the cost and labor to

It takes about six minutes
behind a tow plane to reach
2,000 feet. At this height the
pilot releases the line and the
glider is on its own in quiet,
peaceful serenity.
The game, however, is to
find a thermala rising mass
of air and go soaring up with it.

But a proposal by the
Academic Council may
eliminate that procedure. Approved students would simply
receive a -W, an adminsymbol and not a
istrative
grade. It must be approved by
Pres. John H. Bunzel.

chairman.
Under the new plan it must
go through new red tape.
No longer will the student
only go to the Student
Personnel Office and submit a
petition to the Rentention and
Reinstatement Committee.

Mother of

Under the present system, a
student may withdraw from
the school -within the first
two weeks of the semester"
and have no symbols recorded.
Also, a portion of the registration and student body tees
are returned.

Changes in the policy encourage students to discuss
the matter, not only with the
Student Personnel Office, but
department
his
with
chairman, academic advisor
and all instructors involved.

Pres. dies
Harriet Bunzel, San lose
State University President
lohn H. Bunzers mother, died
following a lengthy illness in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., last
Friday.
services were
Memorial
held
Monday in Fort
Lauderdale.
Mrs. Bunzel and her husband, E. Everett Bunzel. had
lived in Brooklyn. New York
where their son. Pres. Bunzel,
was born.
Pres. Bunzel is still in
Florida and is not expected to
return until tomorrow or
Friday.

’the Academic Council plans
to extend the time limit from
two weeks to lour weeks.
From the fourth to the 13th
are
withdrawals
week,
"permissible only for serious
reasons,"
compelling
and
stales the plan.
This means a student cannot
drop classes because he’s
failing, withdraw from school,
and enter college the following
semester without penalty.
Approval will be granted
through the department

The action begins with the
"Request for "Withdrawal form, available in the Registrar’s ()thee. The form may be
requested by mail.
who otticialls.
Students
registered and then withdrew
officially are considered continuing students and are not
required to file for admission
regular
following
the
semester.
All business with the school
must be completed before
transcripts or other official
records can be released.

Camerae
Protectors

FITZGERALD
ACADEMIC
COUNCIL

ON ALL FAMOUS BRANDS
Film

Enlargers
Accessories

SAN JOSE CAMERA

The birds are always in tune
with thermals. And pilots are
constantly in tune with hawks
and seagulls.
’t’hey follow them, keep

WE OFFER A HIGH INCOME CAREER YOU CAN
ACHIEVE EARLY IN YOUR BUSINESS LIFE!

Pres. King before he signs the
contract.
The SUBG did not favor or
deny a motion and tabled the
matter for the next meeting.
Lieurance said, "we thought
the Travel Mart lease was
going to expire in June.
Otherwise we would have
acted sooner."

DARKROOM SUPPLIES
DEVELOPING 8 PRINTING
245 So. First
295-8591

Allocate the time or a personal inters iev. \kith the general
manager of a multi-million dollar business, and we believe you
may see the opportunity that presents ascii in the automotive
industry.
Holiday Ford in Sunnyvale is going to select students, right
from the campuses in the area, as candidates or their unique
management training program. We are seeking self-motivated
young men, over 21 years of age. with your college background.
It you are selected, there is more in store tor you than the
s750 per month guaranteed training salary, the fringe benefits,
and the new auto you will drive. Most important is that you can
reach your high earning objectives in a short time.
We ask only that you be honest with yourself. It your needs
and wants are greater than average...your energy and enthusiasm are without limit, then be sure you can work in a responsible position for a dynamic company.
When you decide you qualify. call Mr. Middlekautt.(feneral
vlanager. or an appointment

HOLIDAY FORD 650 EAST EL (AMINO REAL
SUNNYVALE 738-1800

Book review

rescheduled
by
I ransparent I htngs
Russian novelist Vladimir
Nabokov will be reviewed
during today’s faculty book
talk by Dr. Marion Richards.
professor of English, at 12:30
in Room A of the Spartan
Cafeteria,
Originally scheduled for
this week’s book talk was"The
American Male" by Myron
Urenton, Dr. Celeste Brody, assistant professor of secondary
education, will review Brenton’s book during next week’s
book talk.

Levi’s

We’ve got you covered
With Bay Area’s greatest
selection of Levi’s’. Over
4 tons per store. Levi’s for
Gals". Levi’s Sta-Prest’
slacks. And tons more.
That’s all we carryLevi’s.
Can’t miss a fit.

JOSTEN’S
Eastridge Mali
1811 W San Carlos
Between
Bascom & Meridian

Polamsl Adwnaemeni

10% to 30%
DISCOUNT

for all
Grading change proposed shapes

lading
their
Si udents
classes, and officially
the
from
withdrawing
university will receive an
"WF" grade computed in their
grade point average.
That’s the way it is today.

build a kit.
And apparently the gliders
don’t wear out. There is no
vibrating engine to shake and
shimmy the structure, and no
oil sprayed back to spoil the
shiny finish.
There is. however, always
the cost of the tow plane.
Gliding is popular because it
IS
not competitive. Besides
college
students,
businessmen,
housewives.
schoolteachers and pilots of
let powered planes are among
the lour thousand known
pilots in California.
Like Russell, they claim
gliding is unsurpassed for
sheer beauty and an appreciation of life.
It stays with them after they
land.
And
they
can
alwaysbut always go back.

Any source of heat is the
answera freshly ploughed
field, a shopping center, a
forest tire, even a garbage
dump.

Travel Mart resists competition
Board member Roy Hoch
asked. -If the Associated
Students write up a contract
with Student Services West,
where would it be located?
"Also,
what about the
relationship of two travel
services
in
the same
building?" he questioned.
Lieurance said,
Student
Services West offers student
identification cards, hostel
passes, and student travel information in Europe.
Lieurance said, we have
Student Services West on 20
campuses
throughout
the
state, and gave the Tressider
Union at Stanford as an example where a travel agency and
Student Services West are
working well.
"We are now located at 235
E. Santa Clara St.," he said,
"and we want space here
because it is more convenient.
We feel our services are
services of the Associated
Students."
Travel mart jeopardised?
Student board member Alan

If a bird is soaring, the glider
can sail over to him, get in his
lift and go with him.

High safety record
Besides a sense of peace, and
excitement the advantages of a
glider to a plane is a high
safety record and easy
manipulation in small areas. It
also affords a greater variety
of landing areas in a short
space.

Student Services West moving in?

Student Services West. Inc.,
is doing its best to muscle in on
Spartan Travel Mart’s
business.
Steve Lieurance and John
Merz, student representatives
for Student Services West, a
student travel specialty, asked
A.S. Council for space on campus at its March 28 meeting.
Council agreed.
AS. Pres, Dennis King, after
drawing up a contract with
Student Services West to
operate its business on campus, suggested it present its
request to the Student Union
Hoard of Governors ISUBG).
S.U. Director Ron Barrett
presented King’s request at the
SUBG meeting April 10,
because King wanted to know
what the board thought about
the issue before signing the
contract.
Lieurance contended the
Travel Mart contract does not
say it has to be the only travel
service on campus, and two
competing services are okay if
one is part of student services.
Director Barrett said he
would deny them the service
in the S.U.
"Originally, bidding was
done by both services, and the
Travel Mart bid higher than
Student Services West." he
said.
Contract renewed
Barrett reminded the board
that Spartan Travel Mart had
a contract for one year for
$210 monthly rent which was
renewed March 14, effective
until Dec. 31, 1973.

them company. and rise and
fall in a symmetry of tree
flowing movements.

DateApri123 27 Time 8 5
Place Spartan Bookstore
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’Woodstock highlights opening day

Film festival to rock SJSU
A rock film festival
featuring a few of the greatest
rock documentaries will start
Itursday with "Woodstock."
Admission will be 50 cents for

each showing.
"Woodstock" Leleta ales the
1969 festival of peace, love and
music at Woodstock. New
York. The film highlights such

Hays criticizes Goglio
C ahoy noereggen

Folkdancing

By LAURA DAYTON
Retiring Councilman Walter
Hays boldly criticized fellow
councilmember David Goglio
candidate
supported
and
Susanne Wilson during a visit
with Dr. Terry Christensen’s
class
government
local
yesterday.

The Newman Center Is now offering a recreational
program for board and care residents. Starting with a folk
dancing class the program has grown to twelve classes
called Community School. with 50 participants.

Recreation Center
for care residents
By Eli SESSLER
One of the major charges
concerning the inadequacy of
the board and care facilities in
this area is that there has been
a lack of recreational facilities
lor the hoard and care
residents.
lose Stale
The San
University Newman Center at
79 S. Fifth St.. is moving to
eliminate that lack while at the
same time changing the whole
outlook of the center.
A number al weeks ago it
a
organizing
began
recreational program for
board and care home
residents. The center started
with a folk dancing program,
and under the direction ol
Bridgit Razzarn has grown to
twelve classes called Community School.
When the center decided to
become more communit y
oriented we realized that there
was a definite need in that
area, she said. In the beginning, she continued, there
were only 20 people in the folk
dancing class, but within six
weeks the class had grown to
SO Board and Care home
residents.
Since then the center has
added classes in cooking. astronomy. ’,he’s’,. cotta and

!nano.. I he school also has a
class in pool, which meets at
the 51SU Student Union.
It is difficult, she noted, to
gel Board and Care Home
after
motivated
residents
years of "just sitting around
watching ’c.v., smoking
and
drinking
cigarettes
coffee."
The center is also working
with jobCorps graduates in an
ettort to further get involved
with the community.
Ion Spencer is directing that
program and he compared the
work to the Big Brother
program. "We try to help
find jobs and
graduates
basically just try and be a
lriend to the graduates."
He noted there are 15
students from SISU working
on the project, each spending
about two hours a week with a
job Corps graduate.
He continued the center is
always looking for volunteers.
"I talked to about 2,00o
15
students and got
volunteers, but that is 15 more
than I would have gotten had I
talked to no one."
The whole concept of the
center is changing according
lo Don Berti, who is helping to
spearhead the center’s move
into the community.

Answering questions from
the class. Hays said his main
reason for not seeking re-elm. lion was money. "since the
pay’s only $400 a month it gets
to be a strain."

’It we are tim be a religious
institution we must give
service, and set our example
that way."
He added that a need of the
university is for students to
become involved in the
broader community. and that
the Newman Center can help
provide that service (benefit ling both those who volunteer
tor a program and the people
who participate in the talk
dancing or lob Corps
programs).
"We want to serve not just
hose people who are poor or
ret .111 rlf
lisadvantaged
.
()Liking tor i

classroom
in Sierras
The Sierra Nevadan will be
the classrooto lor a summer
extension course on mountain
ecology.
According to the University
of California Extension, Santa
Cruz. a course entitled "Field
Introduction
to Mountain
Ecology,- is being offered from
June 25 to Aug. 3.
A maximum of 10 units of
either lower or upper division
credit
in Environmental
Studies may be received.
Included in the six -week
field study. in addition to a
three-day orientation period
at LIC-Santa Cruz, will be a
lour-week backpack trip. The
last week will be for individual projects.
Students are required to pay
$375 which includes tuition
and all field expenses including mood but not room or
board at the university or
transportation to the Sierras.
Enrollment deadline is tune
11.
the purpose of the field
study course, according to
instructor Laurence Moitozo.
an expert mountaineer and environmentalist, is to teach
basic outdoor skills and the
effect of human impact on the
environment.
Students must supply their
own personal gear, including
backpack and sleeping bag. In
addition, a sharing of the
group’s community supplyload is expected of the
students.
For more information,
interested persons may contact lane York, University of
California, Santa Cruz. Ca.
95064, or phone 1406) 4292821.

a

"Elvis. That’s the Way It is."
will
be
shown
with
"Woodstock" on Friday at 7
p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom.
Saturday the film festival
will feature "Fillmore" a
documentary of the last days
ol the late, great rock palace.

He said Goglio got into the.
insurance business after his
election and is doing nit.,
than well.

filmed during the celebration
of the 14th anniversary of
freedom in Ghana. "Soul to
Soul" features Wilson Pickett.
Santana, Ike and Tina Turner
and Roberta Flack.
"Go lohnny Go" will also be
shown on Sunday with "Mad
Dogs" and "Soul to Soul."
Hours have not yet been set
for "Cream." a film of the
Goodbye concert at the Royal
Albert
Hall, and "Super
Show," with rock. jazz and
blues artists.
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NOW

$100/000
LIFE INSURANCE
AGE: 25 $19 09 /

35...$21.35

Where’s the catch? There isn’t
any. We’ll give you all the information you want for free.
That’s right -just for the asking,
we’ll rush you all the facts no
Cost

--

WHY PAY MORE

"I really wonder who is
buying all his insurance" Hays
asked.

STAR MOTORS
SI.
375 sue. Markel

Mrs. Wilson who will also
be in a runoff with candidate’
Dorothy Silva for Hays’ seat
has his avid a royal. Ha s

D. Larson Holmes and Assoc. Ph 371-5300
1901 S. Bascom Ave. Suite 338 Campbell

San

95008

Present Student Body Cord For Discount

**111066,11111

64114.

NOTHING TO
1%0 BUY

____It***

GRAND OPENING/SAN JOSE
We’re at
HELLO San Jose! HELLO Santa Clara!
CREEK BLVD.

I.
100

You’ll find us at 3581 STEVENS

roco
ore

(near San Tomas Exwy)

*Arlloklinfr*OrlinInfrilrkitritr *

Come on in to the Cal Hi Fi nearest you and register
some terrific Grand Opening Prizes. We’re pleased
punch to be in the San Jose/Santa Clara area, and
want to share the excitement with you. Just look at
great prizes you can win ABSOLUTELY FREE!

for
as
we
the

KENWOOD K13-3200 receiver, MARANTZ AM/FM tuner, 2 PIONEER PL 12D turntables, BSR 310X changer, GARRARD ZERO-100 changer,
NIKKO FAM-1200 tuner, NIKKO TRM-1200 amplifier, PIONEER TP-222
car stereo, 2 EPI MICROTOWER speakers, WOLLENSAK 4150 K
personal cassette, KOSS PRO-4AA stereophones, SHURE V-15 type III
cartridge, STANTON ISOPHASE electrostatic headset, GRADO F-2
cartridge, 2 GRADO F3E cartridges, 2 PIONEER SEL 40 headsets, 6 ’
NIKKO 55S headsets, 3 DISCWASHER record cleaners, TEAC
demagnetizers and TEAC tape head maintenance kits, 20 BASF low-noise C-60
10 -pack of
C-60
cassettes, 20 TDK SUPER-DYNAMIC C-60 cassettes, 10 PRIMUS
cassettes, 12 SCOTCH 90 minute reel to reel tapes.

t

4 4

ei

11

11 Register for over $1800 in FREE PRIZES at all 5 CAL HI Fl centers.

S.

Summer

Al 7 p.m. Thursday
-Woodstock" will appear with
"Hendrix
at
Berkeley,"
highlighting guitarist
limi
Hendrix.

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

16,401.604104

to May nationals
competing. San Bernadinri
placed first. There were 97
pilots participating in the meet
at Hemitt-Ryan Airport in the
Los Angeles basin.
SIS1.1 pilots placed in each ol
the four flying events and the
two non-flying contests.
Navigation
In
the
Competition, Green took first
place and Mary Ellis third.
winning the Team Navigation
trophy for SJSU.
This trophy had beer)
donated five years ago and
dedicated to a U.S. pilot lost
over Vietnam. Thal pilot
returned with the POW’s and
according to Green, the team
will present the returned pilot
with the trophy.
Each of the seven SISI
pilots placed in the
competitions. Duncan Pollock
placed second in the Bomb
Drop event. This involves
dropping a water balloon from
not less than 300 feet and hitting a specific spot on the
runway.
Dan Matlach, team captain,
took a second place for the
team in the Power On
Precision
Landing
event.
Other team members received
honorable mentions for the
Power Off Landings.
In the non -flying events,
Ellis took first in the Computer
contest. This involves
calculating winds and
altitudes by computer. In the
Aircraft Identification contest
Keith Brecht, a member of the
SIR) Flying 20’s. placed
second. Brecht, although not
Ilying with the team.
represented SJSU in this
event.
There are 10 regional flying
meets which decide the teams
who will join in the national
competition. The top three
teams from the regional
competitions, along with the
lop five from the previous year
are invited to the nationals.
SISU, having taken first In
last year’s regional meet is
doubly qualified this year.
The University of Illinois
will be the host of the national
competitions taking place the
Iasi week -end of May.
The team is raising funds lot
transportation and lodging at
the meet. ’rickets at $2 are
available by contacting the
Aeronautics Department or by
calling 374-4594. A variety ot
prizes for pilots and non flyers is available. Winners
will he announced April 30.

The Woodstock film will be
shown Thursday at 1 p.m. in
the Sit. Ballroom with
-Monterey Pop," a documentary of the Monterey rock festival.

Appeanng with "Fillmore"
will be "Big Sur." celebrating
the Big Sur Folk Festival of
1969. "Fillmore" and -Big Sur"
will be shown at 1 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium and
the show will be repeated at 7
p.m.
and
Dogs
"Mad
starring Joe
Englishmen,"
Cocker and his troupe of
musicians and singers, will be
shown Sunday at 1 and 7 p.m.
in Morris Dailey. Also
showing will be "Soul to Soul,"

10%

Referring to incomes it
other councilmembers, Hins
questioned that of GogliOs
who will be ma runoff election
with candidate Jim Sell in
June.

SJSU fliers go
San lose State University’s
Flying Team placed second in
the
Pacific
Coast
Intercollegiate Flying
Competition, qualifying them
for the National Competition
in late May.
Ron Green, a veteran of two
other flying meets for SjSU,
was awarded the ’top Pilot
award for his performance in
the April 14-15 meet.
Out of the 11 schools

said he had actually gone out
and searched for a candidate
to support for his seat.
"We’d have a good enough
council with Suzie and Jim.
and keep Cotta there to keep
everything from appearing to
be a rubber stamp," he said.
adding that "people get
everything
when
worried
meets with an unanimous
s it i

artists as jimi Hendrix, Santana, the Who, Ten Years
Alter, loe Cocker and many
others.
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REGISTER AT ANY CAL HI Fl. THE BIG DRAWING IS FRIDAY, MAY 4.
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BE PRESENT TO WIN

Save now on the proven value of these "Best Sellers"
Here s why the SHERWOOD’S S -7100a is the most popular
receiver in the world today. Power. 54 watts RMS to 2 pairs of
speakers. Legendary Sherwood AM/FM-Stereo performance.
Quiet. Impressive. Tuned accurately by a meter, made
noiseless by interstation ’muting’. Beauty. It’s a knockout.
Walnut cabinet included. Price. A bargain at 219.95. Match that
with the changer more people trust than any other, the BSR
310X regularly 59.95. Plus a 139.90 pair of 2-way 8" AUDEX
103 speakers. Now you’ve got the big, sensational stereo
you’ve always wanted. It’s everything you need. Your BSR
includes a base, dust cover, remote -control arm ’cueing’, and a
factory installed SHURE M-75 cartridge. Audex 103 speakers
not only sound terrific, their genuine walnut cabinetry has the
luxunous look you want too.
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You have exciting stereo beyond your highest hopes, and the
protection of Cal Hi Fix 7-year system warranty. Plus FREE 1 year speaker trade-in otter. Your BankAmericard, Master
Charge. or Cal Hi Fi revolving charge are all you need to have
the stereo you want in your home tonight.

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL PRICE

29995

Save on the best PIONEER in a spellbinding system.
Always wanted the very best? Here it is, at savings that
say "get it today " The PIONEER SX-0211, Fair Trade
priced at 469.95. is the best AM/FM-Stereo receiver
from the #1 name in stereo. An awesome 120 watts
RMS brings spellbinding realism to speakers in up to 3
rooms 2 meters guarantee bull’s-eye accurate tuning,
’muting’ makes it quiet. Select your Synchro-Lab power
OARRAFID SL-9513 changer and hear records at perfect
speed. You still have provisions for 2 tapedecks, 2
mikes. 2 headphones, plus whatever 4/channel hardware you choose! You have complete tone controls and
noise biters. A ’loudness contour’ to turn up the bass as
you turn down the volume-automatically. Everything you
want to mace your new 178.00 pair of RECTILINEAR
Xla speakers sing! On the back of their walnut cabinets,
a ’brightness’ control lets you refine their ’presence’ to
suit your taste And, these rugged 2 -way systems are up
to your most demanding listening Famous Rectilinear
quality you can trust.

Your SL -95B comes complete with a base and a factory installed SHURE M -91E elliptical diamond cartridge,
regularly totalling 204.45. with damped ’cueing and
proven gentle 2-point record support, you may play
stacks of up to 6 records and never give damage a
thought.
Deluxe, spellbinding stereo. With your 7-year Cal Hi Fr
System Warranty and FREE 1 -year speaker trade-in
offer, you can be sure of having the best deal available
Put yourself in the middle of great sound tonight. Your
BankAmericard, Master Charge, or Cal Hi Ft revolving
charge make it easy

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL PRICE

1,11.11ff

699" QT! PIONEER
4,L/vazitA41

LOOK: MORE GRAND OPENING SPECIALS.
The world-famous WATTS PREENER,
the most famous professional record -cleaning tool available. FREE to the first 100
customers at our new San
/.’s
Jose/Santa Clara
Cal Hi Fi Center.
.")
A regular $4
value.

vo’

see how many ways you save
at CAL HI Fl
1. Great Prices.
Super buying power makes Our pnces the lowest possibie

2. Great Service,
Over 22 years or

Cal RI F. is known for taking care of you

3. Reliable Advice,
Cal He Er serves you veth courteous, experienced personnel

4. Best Warranty.
7 years tree parts 3 years free labor on complete Music systems

5. Fro* Speaker Trial.

1.yeat no -depreciation tria1 on ail speakers under $200 traded in

S. Best Trades,
Cellar El Is lust plain generous at !rade,’ titre

7. Free Set-1.1p.
Your lactory-tresh cOmPOnente veli be essembled and all critical adkrtaments
made FREE lot the asking You save AMA and money at CAI Me Fi and can he
Pawn your system s perfect

EVERY CAL HI Fl IS OPEN WEEKNIGHTS UNTIL 9 SAT. 10-5:30 SUN. 1-5

1 frol

FREE!

HOW TO
Do your needle a
CLEAN, MAINTAII
favor, and we’ll do
AND PROTECT
one for your recRECORDS
ords.
Get
a
.
.
.
WATTS
PROFESSIONAL
RECORD CARE
book FREE just
for bringing in
your stylus for a FREE inspection. (It’s probably about time
anyway!) Offer good at all 5 Cal
Hi Fi’s while supplies last.

Use your BankAmerIcard, Master Charge, or Cal HI Fl Revolving Charge.

SAN FRANCISCO 2298 Fillmore 567-7880
OAKLAND 2028 Broadway 834-8291
BERKELEY 2461 Shattuck 843-3768
MOUNTAIN VIEW 1347 El Camino Rea/968-8214
SAN JOSE 3581 Stevens Creek Blvd 243-4666
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Shoes and nylons are out;
sandals and blisters are in.
Some of the more visible
spring
results of warm
days at San lose State
University are bare
shoulders, bare midriffs and
bare feet.
The variety of legs and feet
that pop up every spring
semester dot the lawns and
sidewalks on campus to the
delight of leg -watchers and
toe connoisseurs.
Although the most common type of summer leg consists of wiggling toes
peaking out from airy sandals, other versions range
Dom limping, cast -bound ex skiers to five -inch-heeled
wedgie enthusiasts.
Problems do crop up for
the unprotected foot,
callouses.
however,
like
grimy toenails, sharp
glass...and odors.
Despite complaining
classmates and iodine stained arches, it seems
nothing will deter the bare
feet and legs set...except
rain.

This cast was made for walking...
Reading in the blistering heat
l’,

The foot bone is connected to the leg bone ...

eitIsci memeni

FITZGERALD
ACADEMIC
COUNCIL
PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF?
Special Student Rental Rates

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

Photos by

electric

manual

1 mo.--58.00
3 mo. 521.00

$12.50
$1750 IBM

Bob

San Jose Typewriter Co., Inc.

Dottery

24 South Second - 293-6383- Established 1900

NEED MONEY?
Come in and see us, we loan money on jewelry,
typewriters, cameras, etc.
We also specialize In:
Diamond Setting, Watch Repair. EarplercIng. Gifts.

KASSLER JEWELERS
1755 So. Winchester F3lvd.
(Cer"onqii shopping Center)
378-9191
itoront*Itrorstnint-Irlrere*Ork****************OntrOr*********

Two -legged variety of the mammal species

Campus Review

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Professor develops turkey bacon
By CMS WANEK
Exchange Editor
First it was I urkil roast.
l’hen it was turkey ham and
I urkeyburgers. Now turkey
bacon has been developed.
Dr. Von T. Mendenhall.
professor of nutrition and lood
science at Utah State
University, after several months of research, has developed
turkey bacon.
The product looks like
bacon and in the opinion ot
persons who have sampled it,
tastes like lean bacon.
The new type of bacon will

tie tested more completely
before it is ready for the
market. Mendenhall staled.
According to the US1 I news
article, the product is a
mixture of light and dark meat
arranged in pork bacon
symmetry.
Dr. Mendenhall said the
product is higher in protein
with much less fat than
normal bacon, and if marketed
will probably sell lor a price
comparible to pork bacon.

Parachuting was recently

Spartaguide
reday
Seek Talk: Dr Marion No herds. tries
nor ut k.nglish, will review ’ transparent
1 lungs" by Vladimir Siabokin in Ihe
Spartan t.aleleria Room A at 12 30 p
Wedneeday Clasen presents Tool
Breeze in Morris Dailey Auditorium al
3 30 and " 30p m Admission is SO rielll
HSU Frisbee Ceateet will he held today
in the IttlIC !mid at ...nth and San
1.arlos streets at 4 .I0 pm Prizes will be
awarded and a barbeipie .11 lollow
StStJ Secielegy Cleb will mi. at 7 TO
p m III the SI’ Cala, eras KOMI Guest
speaker will be W iIlium Nrilry Ill he
same Clara County Probation
Depart mnt
!HMO Doh. Chi will have a special
dinner at the lied Chimney Restaurant,
located at the Stionestown Shopping
Coe loads
Center in San Pram
h JO p.m and dinner at- pm
PAPA will meet in Rarrack a at IiS
pm Plans or Cultural Peek will
aimed
Medd alion
International
Plailliale
Society will meet al n pm in DM/I 101
An introductory Cit ore on the IPI hnique
ml transcendental meditation will by
given
Dialeeues al the
Opera Warkohop
irluntempirriiry opera
Carmelites
liWn1 during the
int
true
based on
branch Revolution. will be presented in
Admission In Si
slit
!Sp
m
Concert Hall
I or hISO students and 52 lor the general
by the
sponsored
is
show
This
public
SIMI Music Department
Drisma A Thurber Carnival." written
by humorist lames Thurber. will be
presented in Ihe Studio Thesire at fl pm
11.11111 aro. SI for SIS1 1 students end 52
lor the general public
Peek II. reelival: lie SHill Rock Ellin
keetival will open at 1 p.m in the SAL
Hall room with the streenine of
Woodstock" and "Monterey iWp." AI 7

’ and
liii kyle, will be screened in SI .
Dooley Auditoium. Admission lo 1101,
showinss Is SP Lents.
.10410

Fridey
Senefit dense wtll beheld in the %ninon s
I .vm al 5 pm in sumpl oil strAins
hush workers Donations are SI !his
ilance is being ponily sponsored by
klEt.31A and dui KAilil ill Sludenll’noin
MECHA will myyi al i top in. in I he S 1
Hatters
lien Sociologist
’
Seymour Lipner will speak on "EqUiditY
and Education at i
annual Honors
Convocation honoring Dean s and
Presidents scholars this presentation
will be held in Morns Dailey Aucliiiirium
At 1..10p.m
Whiny
presents "Anne nt the PPM
Days: llamas Richard Burton. to he
shown in Morns Halley Auditorium al 7
and 10 p.m. Admission le SO cams
thews ’A l’hurher Carnival" Will II,
presented in the Studio Theatre atapm
Admission is St Inc students anti $t lie
thr general public.
-Dialegew al We Carmelites- will be
presented in Concert Hall at, IS pm
i3ilmission is Si for students and $2 tor
lip. general public
Film: ’Woodstock’ and Elvis. Thai
1hr Wily it is" wilt he shown In the SC
OOM al 7p m. Admission is SO cents
beturdsy
Films: Fillmore’ and ’’I .eleldelion ill HIM
Sot will he sr reenrcl in Morns Dstle,
A111111.11,1r11 AI 1pm snd mom " p In
Adnussisn is SO lent,
14111 nese. Pert, Night will be held at 7
p m in %Pk. Room 101 I mite! s or. SI
Seeley
Vane Mod Dem and Englishmen.
Soul lo Soul. and 1.i. !iihiine 1.11 will
he shown in Morris 1)41110Y A11111111,111111
Si I p.m. under 7 pm Admission is 511
Len’s,

nisi.

added to the physical
education program at Seaside
High School.
Students enrolled in the
class learn about the parts of
the parachute, the names and
proper use of the other
used
in
equipment
parachuting and how to tell
wind conditions.
The beginning parachuters
are also informed about the
proper way to land for fall, as
the case may be) and how to
get in and out of the plane.
At the end of the course
students
are taken up in a
plane and parachute out. The
instructor said this enables

Japanese
students
will visit
non-prolit
if
1nm-study.
inst Milton, is
educational
sponsoring a program in
which 45 students from Japan
will visit the San lose area for
a language and cultural study
lour. Currently, the program is
in need of host families for the
students.
Each student is fully insured
and between the ages of 17 and
18 years old.
All that is required of the
hosts is room, board and a
atmosphere.
friendly
transportation to and from
classes and excursions will be
provided for the students if
necessary.
The first 15 students will
arrive the beginning of July
and will stay in the country for
eight weeks. The second group
lit :10 will arrive the beginning
ru August and will stay for
tour weeks.
San lose Stale University
seniors William and Susan
Merchant are coordinating the
program and may be contacted
at 247;2877.

the students to experience
parachuting and apply the
techniques learned in the
classroom.
The
fetal
lite-support
system which is discarded
alter birth contains a "living
dressing" for adults. reported

Bike routes
Soon hall the parking spaces
the parking
across from
garage on Seventh Street will
lie eliminated. These are the
ones which could not be used
between 7 and 9 a.m., according to Morrie Barr, senior
civil engineer for San lose.
These spaces, plus three of
the regular parking spaces
nearest San Salvador, are
being eliminated because of
the new bike route, said Barr.
Barr said it is necessary to
remove this parking because
ot the early morning traffic
entering the parking garage.
[here is still traffic traveling
north on Seventh Street which
must have enough room to
pass on the right without en -

a University of California at
Davis researcher.
Dr. lohn D. Trelford said the
amnion, a membranous sac
which surrounds the fetus,
could also be used to treat
birth detects.
He said it could be formed
into a tunnel beneath the skin
to drain fluid from the skull of
hydrocephalic babies or could
be used locorrect urinary tract
deformities.
His research group has
placed such tubes in lambs
and felt them for as long as
eight months.
The lICD article said an
immediate use of the amnion is
as "a living dressing" for
covering surgical defects and
burns, preventing infection
and escape of- body fluid and
promoting healing.
Trellord said the membrane
is removed from burns after 10
to 14 days so that skin grafts
may be made.

STEVE HUGHES
PRESIDENT

PAU L SEPULVEDA
VIC E-PRESI DENT

DAVE MAYFIELD
TREASURER

STUDENT ALLIANCE ’73’
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SUMMER SESSION

1903

bit yclists
aMMINIMINIP

XEROX
COPIES

3t
1st Copy

EA.
FREE*

WI I H 1H1S AI)
ONE PER PERSON

Campus Copy
273 E. San Fernando
next to Peanuts
295-7778
I.(X)SE SHE+ IS 1191N6 1111,, Al
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SAN JOSE MEANS:

Mail registrationavoid the red tape of the
regular academic year.
Most classes are held Monday through
every
weekend
three-day
Thursdaya
week
Four sessions:
Intersession June 18-22
Six Week Session June 25 -Aug. 3
Ten Week Session June 25 -Aug. 31
Four Week Session Aug. 6-31.
may take from
Students
credit ($28 15 per unit)

1-12 units of

One- and two -unit workshops throughout
the summer.
Recreational activitiestrips to Yosemite
and N.anne World, wine -tasting tours, free
movies
and
concerts,
"how -to -do -it programs
in
candlemaking,
photography much more.
TravelStudy programs for 3-6 units to
every continent in the world

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
JOSE 95192 (408) 277-2182

SAN

tc***************************************************
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New ’Lost Horizon’
follows 1937original
fly JOHN HORAN
’Lust Horizon." Janie!,
Hilton’s fantasy of another
land that was continually tree
of strife and turmoil, has once
again been brought to the
screen. This time around,
however, the film is a musical
and there lies its main fault,
The story has been left intact. Once again the film, like
the 1937 original, opens with
the internally -famous peacemaker Hugh Conway (Peter
Finch) being skyjacked after
an unsuccessful peace mission. With him are his
outspoken brother (Michael
York), an engineer (George
Kennedy), a nightclub
entertainer (Bobby Van), and a
pill -popping magazine writer
(Sally Kellerman). When their
plane crashes they are rescued
and taken to Shangri-La. a
land tree of the rigors of
everyday life.
Finch
and his fellow
travelers soon adjust to their

new life. They don Oriental
robes, cast aside their greed
and worries. and Miss
Kellerman even stops taking
pills. Finch finds love in a
school teacher (Liv Ullmann)
while his brother plots to escape.
The remake follows the
original film very closely.
Even many of the scenes are
staged and photographed lust
as the 1937 version. After
being tricked into leaving.
Conway becomes lost in the
fibetan snows, is rescued, and
eventually makes his way
back to Shangri-La.
The main faults of "Lost
Horizon" lie with its musical
numbers. The dance routines
suggest a 1930’s musical and
the songs themselves are
inept. Sally Kellerman has the
dubious distinction of having
losing the two silliest songs in
the film.
But that is not to say that
"Lost Horizon" is a disaster.
film has been beautifully

IWhere it’s at 1
By JIM ENGEL
Bill Graham walked on stage last Thursday night at
announced, "One of the greatestThe
and
simply
Winterland
Beach Boys." They really didn’t need much more of an introduction and from start to finish they proved they are one of the
greatest.
Opening with "Help Me Ronda," with Dennis Wilson on lead
vocals. Carl Wilson and Al Jardine on guitars, Mike Love on
vocals. Blondie Chaplin on bass and Ricky Fatar on drums plus
various other musicians, the group sounded even better than
when the song first came out.
The vocals have also been the most important element of the
group, and each member had lead songs as well as the famous
Beach Boy harmony.
Running through their latest material, such as -Sail on Sailor,"
-California Saga," and "Leaving this Town," the group threw in
such tunes as "Lets Do It Again," "Wild Honey," "Darlin," and
"Surf in USA," with a climatic ending "Good Vibrations."
The crowd yelled, stomped and clapped with approval as the
group appeared for its encore, which consisted of "Fun, Fun.
Fun," "I Get Around," and "[umpire Jack Flash," with Love taking
oft his shirt and imitating Mick logger as the crowd sang right
along.
The crowd would not let it stop there as a five minute ovation
brought the group back for "California Girls," "Little Sot
Girl," and "Barbara Anne."
The band showed its dedicated musicianship throughout the
concert, especially in the newer material, beyond the point of
excellence. The older material is more of a crowd pleaser than
anything else, but being musicians, they realize this is an important part of themselves.
It is certainly one of the biggest enjoyments in music today to
have the Beach Boys back and with an audience that feels the
same way.

Students act
Thurber tales

photographed and director
Charles jarrott ("Mary Queen
of
Scot 8")
handles his
performers very well. Finch.
who did so well in "Sunday
Bloody Sunday.- does very
well in his role, even though he
looks womewhat embarrassed
while singing. And Liv
Ullmann is lovely to look at.
"Lost Horizon" represents a
change of pace for producer
Ross Hunter, whose previous
films range from "Tammy and
the Doctor" to "Airport."
Perhaps, as Hunter has indicated, audiences are weary
of sex -fist flicks and long furs
return of !amity films. On the
night "Lost Horizon" was
reviewed, the theater was
almost sold out. Perhaps he
was right.

Modern Bejart Ballet will perform
The Bejart-Bal,, of the 20th
century comes to the Flint
Center Friday at 8:30 p.m.
ticket prices are $7.50 and
$11.50 and are available at the
Flint Center.
Heiart . one III leading

contemporary ch o rep graphers, brings a dance troop
of 15on this tour. Among those
dancers appearing will be
Jorge Donn, Suzanne Farrell,
Angele Albrecht. Daniel
and
1.ornmel, Virlor I

Art shows
’Americans
in Paris’
An exhibit entitled
-Americans in Paris," (1600 to
19001 was organized to show
how Americans have been
seen by the French over a
period of 300 years.
’I’he exhibition is divided
into 10 categories. "Americans
in Paris," will remain on view
through June 13 in the new
gallery of prints and drawings
on the terrace level of the
Legion of Honor.
In the exhibition there are
155 lithographs, etchings,
engravings, posters and
photographs from the collections of the Bibliotheoue
Nationale in Paris.

Among the numbers the
group will be performing will
be "Cantata 51," "Hhabti,"
"Firebird," "L Sonata for 3,"
and "Short Songs"

Jo Jo Gunne explodes
By MELISSA ’THURBER
Special to the Daily
Anyone vaguely interested
in rock music has heard of
Spirit. Sometime around the
middle of the summer of ’71,
two members, Jay Ferguson
and Mark Andes, left the old
group and formed Jo Jo Gonne.
After the release of their first
album Mark Andes left and Jo10 Gonne dropped out of sight.

But now, one new bass
player and many months later.
Jo Jo Gunne as back with a
second album. "Bite Down
Hard." The first noticeable
thing about the group is the
dominant piano and vocals,
Ferguson.
compliments of
Matthew Andes plays lead
guitar. Curly Smith is on
drums and Jimmie Randall
plays bass.

Not just another flashy rock
’n roll band, lo Jo Gunne
creates a dominant sound of
its own. More electric than
Spirit, the group could be
loosely compared with RED
Speedwagon
because of
Ferguson’s tinkling piano.
Side one is their style
perfectly. Spirit fans will
recognize Ferguson’s strong
high vocals and appreciate the

Alsais.10.10111/Will
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[he satirical humor of lames
l’hurber will be presented in
the Tony Award winning
revue, "A Thurber Carnival,"
at San lose State University
April 26. 27. and 28 in the
Studio Itieater.
Directed by Noreen LaBarge
Mitchell,
the
drama
department production will
be at 8 p.m. Thursday and
Friday. and 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday. Tickets are SI for
students and $2 general.
Several Thurber tales will
be dramatized. including "Th.’
Secret Life of Walter Mitty.
"The Little Girl and the Wolf,
and ’File and Forget."

tact that the band can
harmonize with him rather
than drown him out.
Side two begins with the
lighter sound of "Special
Situations." The back-ups are
done with a slight echo effect.
But the softness soon gives
way to their "rocking steady"
music.
In. "Take Me Down Easy,Ferguson’s voice ranges from
gritty to high and sweet.
Definitely the best cut on the
album, the song has a relined,
blended sound, not so heavily
electric that it imitates a jet
plane crash.
a
Lifetime"
"Wait
demonstrates the versatility
tot the group. It flows evenly
I rum a simple piano rift
through blues to complex rock
with a heavy pulsating beat
and back into the piano.
As opposed to the albums of
many "heavy" rock groups.
Bite Down Hard" doesn’t
come oft as 50 minutes of one
song. The overall effect of the
album is that of tour
blending
their
musicians
talents together and not
for
the
spotlight.
lighting
This raises hope that maybe
there are a few groups left
which actually enjoy
producing good music and are
in the music business for more
hap money ;Ind erotipies

Realists

Art students
eligible for
Full tuition scholarships are
being offered to talented
students in the following
areas:
advertising.
printmaking,
painting,
photography, sculpture, illustration, fashion, film and
design.
Applicants for scholarships
are asked to submit not less
than live and no more than
eight pieces of art work tor
consideration to the Academy
of Art. 625 Sutler St., San
Francisco.

Fifteen New Realist painters
I rom the East and West coasts
are exhibiting their works in
the San lose Slate University
Art Gallery April 24 through
May 18.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday 10 a.m. to 3
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EL RANCHO DRIVE IN
science Fiction Hits
ri.titon Hwon

"SOYIENT GREEN"
"114.111 Al THE EDGE
O IHE BORED"

TROPICAIRE I
"LIFE: & TIMES OF
JUDGE ROY BEAN"
"1151, FINGERS
111

S111

1ROPICAIRE II
olor

"VALLI OF TERROR"MIND SNATCHERS"
-1111. WI 1( ’MAKERS"
HAYSHORE’
0,1Kcrl,
Jack Lemmon

"SAVE THE TIGER"
(A1 1ER HAMM

"PETE ’N TILUE-

ALL CAMPUS

FRISBEE TOURNAMENT
PRIZES & BARBEQUE
TODAY at 3:30
ROTC FIELD & 7th ST BRCI PIT
r Itt),4,4 1 NOM 101 RN I 1,(11)

Amateur
Topless!!
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
$25 to winner
$15 all participants

exhibit work
.

Cardboard cartoon cutouts
and a thrust stage, designed by
graduate
assistant
Jell
Hickman, will bring the
characters of ’Thurber into the
audience. Black and white costumes will accentuate the
cartoon element.
Thurber’s humor centers
around the constant battle
between men and women. He
compiled the revue himself,
basing it on stories and comics
had writ ’it 411 years ago.

scholarships

Good rock music

Book studies
film stars
for each other’s talent."
They were as a team,
however, different as night
and day. Katharine Hepburn
was extremely meticulous,
and spent hours reviewing,
studying, and preparing for d
role. Tracy, on the other hand.
believed in leaving most
things to instinct and firml(,
felt that one should never
a
over -prepare
for
performance.
In his close association with
Miss Hepburn, Kanin has
noted conditions one must
follow to develop a friendly
nevei
with her.
rapport
disagree with her opinions.
acknowledge that you love her
dog, and as Kanin puts it, "You
omit
discussion of your
physical state."
Kanin knew Tracy as a man
constantly worried with the
state of his health. He once
asked Fanny Brice if she
thought
Tracy
was a
hypochondriac.
"No," she said. -He just
thinks he is."
This book is not a
biography, but a revelation of
the private side of an acting
team that perhaps will never
be surpassed in true continuity.

Ivan Marko.

kntertainment

At the Joint Effort Coffee House. San lose State campus Move
IThurs)
At Ricardo’s in San lose. Kathy (Thurs) Gary Smith (Fri) Slam
Hammer (Sat)
At the Warehouse in San lose. All These People (Fri, Sat)
Al the Hatch Cover in San lose. Maxwell 1Fri, Sat)
At Isadore’s in San lose, Duncan Sisters (Thurs, Fri, Sat)
At the Bodega in Campbell, Elvin Bishop (Thurs) Muskrat, Fun
(Fri, Sat)
Al the Wine Cellar in Los Gatos, Dirk Hamilton IThurs) Ralph
James (En) Barb and Steve (Sat).
At the Pruneyard in (ampbell, Barb and Steve (Thurs) Karen
Corey, Yankee Hill, Joe Ferrara (Fri, Sat)

By DIAN SHERMAN
Special to the Daily
It the public was to be
polled, it most likely would go
undisputed that two of the
most colorful figures in the
motion picture industry were
Spencer Tracy and Katharine
Hepburn. Gerson Kanin
thought so too, and decided to
write a book about them.
The result is "Tracy and
Hepburn," a witty and
personal account of two
friends, as told by their close
pal, cinema and theater connoisseur Kanin. The richness
of the book lies in the intimate
relationship of the three.
The more than 25-year acting coalition of Tracy and
Hepburn seemed to be sustained by a sharing of good
and bad experiences, and what
Kanin calls "a mutual respect
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Frisco art in show
Two San Francisco artists will be teat ured
in the Student Union art gallery’s new show
opening Friday.
Larry Fuente, prizewinning artist has contributed several sculptures made of found obpeels to the show.
Pen and ink drawings reminiscent of
Aubrey Beardsley are the works of Eduardo

Arden (above photo’. He started drawing
three and H half years ago contributing cover
art to several underground Bay Area papers.
In contrast to the very contemporary
works of F’uente and Arderi are ancient Zotoe and Mayan Indian artifacts on loan from
the Lowie Museum of Anthropology in
Berkeley.
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Open house
An
npen
11 ti IIS
.111,1
backstage tour of the Geary
Theater in San Francisco will
be hosted by the American
Conservatory Theater Sunday, from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Part of a fund-raising campaign, the lour will include
demonstrations of theatrical
makeup. sound and lighting,
and information on costume
and wig design.
No admission will be
charged:
however,
contributions will be accepted
toward the present drive for
$180,000.

REWARD

WANT TO MAKE A LITTLE MONEY’?
WANT TO GET TEACHING EXPERIENCE?
WANT TO SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE?
WE ARE LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO TEACH THE
RECREATION & CRAFT CLASSES_ IF YOU ARE
EXPERIENCED IN ANY CRAFT OR LEISURE ACTIVITY
AND WOULD BE INTERESTED IN INSTRUCTING A
PROGRAM PLEASE CONTACT THE AS REC OFFICE IN
THE OLD CAFETERIA OR CALL PENNY TERRY AS REC
COORDINATOR 277-2972
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Calendar
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun
Tue

25
26
27
28
29
2

Snail
Elvin Bishop
Nusk rat Sun
Nusk rat Sun
Alice Stewart
Elvis Duck

30 Se, Central Campbell
374-4000
No Cover Su -Wed
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Sports
Recreational programs
k scheduled for summer

That thne of year again...

Head football coach Darryl Rogers (in cap) watches his Spartan gridmen scrimmage in
preparation for the upcoming Varsity -Alumni football game. Kick-off for the annual tilt
will be 7:30, Friday May 4, at Spartan Stadium. Admission at press time was Si. The clash
will feature a host of former SJSU grid stars.
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BRAD JACKSON. junior guard tor coach Lee Walton’s perennial
water polo power will be In action May 5 when the Spartans play
the alumni In the annual game at Spartan pool. Jackson, a two-

-

time All-Amerlcan. will be playing against goalie STEVE
HAMANN (background) Hamann was also an All-American at
Donn,. Grown
SJSU

for NCAA finals
By RAY MORRISON
nlv half the season over. the Spartan track team has
qua:: "ii twelve men in eight events for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association finals June 7-9 at Baton Rouge. La.
"I am only taking those athletes which show a consistency
above the standard and would be able to score in that meet."San
Jose Shiite I In’ versity track coach Ernie Bullard said.
Vince Brerldel. who had the hest time in the nation (9.4) in the
100-card dash until Carl Lawson of Idaho State University beat
him with El 9.3 last week, qualified in this event as well as the 220
with a 20.9 clocking.
The Spartans have three men who made the NCAA standard of
6-10 in the high jump with Greg Tinnin and Dave Curtis both
going 6-10 1,4 and Bill Crawford going 6-10.
Polevaulter Frank Rock mode the NCAA list with a 16-6 jump
as well as discus thrower Ken Kirschenman with a 175-5 toss.
1.nuie Wright 125-1 1 21 and Fred Wikkeline (24-8) made the
NCAA mark in the lone lump, as well as Mnntena Terry with a
49-4 1,2 in the tripli unip
The 440 rPICIV team of Ken Nut herd. Bobby Hamilton. Tinnin
and Breddell will represent the Spartans at the NCAA finals
with their 40.9 clockine.
’rinnin also qualified in the 120-high hurdles with the same
time as Milt Whitley 113.81.
The Spartans have a mniorit v of the"hest marks" in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association with 11 first places in 21 events.
They include Breddell in the 100 and 220 yard dashes: Glenn
Harmetz. 880: Mark Schilling mile: Tinnin. 120 high hurdles; 440
yard relay, mile relay. Kirschenman. discus: Tinnin and Curtis.
high jump: Wright: long jump: Rick Rhneds. javelin: Rock. pole
vault.
The Spartans will close out their dual meet schedule this
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the University of Washington. A win for
would give the Spartans their first unblemished dual meet
record 15-111 since the "Speed City" era of the late 1960’s.

I I
Ken Maio

Spartagals
in finals
lose State
The San
tniversity women’s gymnastics team will participate in
the Northern California
Intercollegiate Athletic
:nnference INCIACI finals
Saturday at Hayward State
I lniversitv.
loan Hiss is expected to
place in the bars at the advanced level as are Laura
Smith in the intermediate bars
and Dana Carhonara in the
beginning level vaulting.
State
Sacramento
I Iniversity is the favored team
with the Spartans Mari ne
either second or third

Point Lobos, Sall Eranci
and the old mining metropolis
of Columbia.
In addition, a tour of several
of Californian historic missions will be offered, as well as
a one day whirlwind wine tour
of beautiful downtown San
lose.
Over night trips to Napa
Valley. Humboldt State Park
and scenic Morro Bay are also
on the summer recreation
agenda.
For those students. faculty
and staff members with young
rhildren, a day camp
is
planned for Monday through
Friday during the summer
months.
The camp will be taught by
SISII students and will introduce the children to art.
drama, music, and recreation
experiences.
Instructors in these classes

will earn a unit of credit while
expanding the world of the
children.
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PEACE CORPS/VISTA
ON CAMPUS NEXT WEEK
You can still get into Peace Corps this summer,
Vista this fall, if ou apply now. Openings for
Seniors and (,raduate Students in:
N Lining
social Smite
Industrtel Art,
ocallonal Education
Rosiness Administration
"monks

Liberal Art.
Education
Mathematics
1.9s110a1 Sciences
I nil Engineenng
Yhtmcsi Education

Outside the Cafeteria
Monday through Friday. April 23-27
9 am-3 pm

ROUND TRIP $279.00

Artists’
Oil Colour
Sap Green
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$279.00

DEP: JUNE 21
RET: SEP, 2

OAK BRU
BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: JUNE 25
RET: JULY 23

OAK BRU
BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: JUNE 26
RET: AUG. 12

OAK BRU
BRU OAK

279.00

OAK BRU
BRU OAK

279.00

=427C DEP: JULY 9 OAK BRU
nAvs) RET: AUG. 20 BRU OAK

279.00

=429B DEP: JULY 16 OAK BRU
(.2.1 nays) RET: AUG. 8 BRU OAK

279.00

DEP. JULY 23 OAK BRU
RET: AUG. 19 BRU OAK

279.00

OAK BRIT
BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: AUG. 9 OAK BRU
RET: SEP. 10 BRU OAK

279.00

DEP: AUG. 13
RET: SEP. 12

OAK BRU
BRU OAK

279.00

3 OAK BRU
26 BRU OAK

279.00

(73 DAYS)

=423B

of ’em!

174 DAYS)

. . . well, maybe not a
million, but we do have
all of Winsor & Newton’s fine Artists’ Oil
Colors. Everything
from Alizarin Crimson
to Zinc Yellow. We’ve
got Winsor & Newton’s
Water colors too, dozens of ’em. Stop in and
see them all.

=424C
(29 DAYS)

=425B
(48 DAYS)

=426D DEP: JULY 2
(:351).Ays) RET: AUG. 5

,e
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t)ennla Galola

Vince Breddell

78 Volley Folr
Son Joie -248-4171
365 Son Antonlo Rd.
9413 .410
II t Vle

=430C
(28 DAYS)

=431D

Open up

.\1111’01(T MAKI

DEP: JUNE 18 OAK BRU
RET: AUG. 29 BRU OAK

=421B
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(33 DAYS)

=432C
(33 DAYS,

=433A
(31 DAYS)

DEP: AUG. 2
RET: SEP. 3

=435A DEP: SEP.
r2r DAysi RET: SEP.

C.A.B. REGULATIONS PERMIT UP TO 5’; OF EACH
CHARTER FLIGHT TO BE BOOKED ON A ONE WAY
BASIS. ONE WAY CHARTER C’OST $189.00.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS
CALL. WRITE OR DROP IN AT

SPARTAN TRAVEL -MART

Make the most of it.

DOWNSTAIRS IN THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING
211 SOUTH 9TH STREET, SAN JOSE, CALIF

Phone 287-2070
ANKUSFRAIUSC14. INC

Si. LOUIS

I tti

Streets

SUMMER’ 73
CHARTERS!!

tiitt

Spikers qualify 1 2

By BOR HILL
As this semester drags to a
swift close many dedicated
knowledge seekers thoughts
suddenly turn to the oncoming
of tune.
June. the magic month, the
month of release, reprieve or
retreat.
For those lucky enough to be
released with the long sought
sheepskin, or repreived with a
three month break between
semesters, or even to those
who retreat into the sanctuary
of summer school. the San lose
State University Recreation
Department has something for
everyone.
Penny Terry. Recreation Coordinator for SIR1 has nearly
completed the schedule of
recreation offerings available
this summer.
This summers schedule can
only be described as a
construction of diversity.
Classes that are to be offered
range from Weavine Fiber Entanglement to International
hulk Dancing. Interspersed
between these are Basic
Weaving, Beginning Golf (for
children). Beginning Golf (for
women’. and a second offering
of the Rudiments of White
Water Rafting.
White Water Rafting was
originally offered on this
spring’s recreation schedule. It
proved so popular, however,
that it soon was completely
tilled with interested registrants.
Hence, it is being offered
this summer.
Also being offered are one day points of interest visits to
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Sports
Shortstop Brassea
’one of the finest’
By WAWA LEBUS
Rob Brassea’s territory as
between second and third
base. He’s hig,13-lont-2 and not
many ground halls gel by the
shortstop from Menlo Park.
And the scouts know it.
In tact, Brassea was offered
a contract hy the Baltimore
Orioles alter graduation from
Menlo Atherton High School.
He turned it down.

"Thes Intuit
Inv ei
much, anyway, sal figured I’d
college."
said
wail until alter
the 20-year-old business major.
In high school. Brassea was
all South Peninsula Athletic
League at shortstop. He also
pitched his sophomore year.
but "I ruined my arm by pitching too many games in a

Rob Brassea

Current PCAA
baseball standings
Fresno State
Pacific
:al Stale L.A.
Cal State 1..13.
San Diego State
San lose State
I C. Santa Barbara

Sportaguide
I HUBSDAY
l’ENNIS. Spill v. Steil., 1.1 am on the
Swirtn Courts Si 430 p.m.
GULF, LIS Collet/Isla Invtlation.
I tumidity through Saturday, al tilanlord
Cnursa.
VIUSIAY
VARSITY BASEBALL, SIMI v. San
thrgaStala al the lad tee Athletic League
sia.lium. a I won/titer Hi 730 pen.
SA l’IMDAY
VARSITY BASEBALL, the hlwelana
lake an the Aztecs mem in
doubleheader Si PAL stadium beginning
al /10110.
nutcx. SIMI travel, to seattle In meet
the 1.41H:orally ol let ashinalan.
in Hayward Pi motional meet
starting al noun
WOMEN’S GYMNASTICS. NtaAt;
Lhainptonship. at Cal Stale Hayward
’he Spartan Daily Malt
SUNDAY
lake, on the ancient and decrepit ’ail
sport n Deity Mallen In a softball sonic
on the siart; field cantos al I p.m.

Soccermen
face Cards
in test tilt
In the lirst of lour spring
contests. the San lose State
University soccer learn will
tackle Stanford tonight at Mat
Spartan Stadium.
Heading the cast ol talented
hooters are All-Americans
fony Softie and lim ZvIker.
lice
all -conference.
plus
Ginvacchini and IV star Ed
Pitney.
Admission is free to SISU
students. A preliminary
contest starts at 6 p.rn. with a
special watch at halftime.
Coach Julie Menendez hopes
his squad can lop the 15-2-1
mark compiled last tall.
Stantord is the first on a
schedule of lour exhibitions
contests, that includes the
SISI I
Alumni, either the
Portuguese A.S. or the British American Club, and a rematch
with the Cards in Palo Alto.
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lirassea then played for
Canada Community College,
where in 1971. Canada won
the State lunior College
baseball championship.
Brassea made all -NorthernCal and the second all -slate
learn.
Recruited by coach Gene
Menges. Brasses is at SIMI on
a baseball scholarship. "I’m
out there because I enjoy
baseball. and to make money.
I’m going toschool now to play
ball." said Brassea.
In the spring of 1972,
firassea. along with the San
Francisco semi -pro baseball
learn, traveled to Central
America to play against allstar teams from Nicaragua.
Panama and Honduras. "We
did badly. We lost eight and
won six. There were no fast
hall pitchers, just slow and
curve ball pitchers."
The long-haired shortstop.
batting .276. "I started out
slow. I was in the 100’s the
Wst week of the season."
talked about the designated
pitch hitter rule.
"It would help this team IS ISM, because we have so
many hitters on the bench. In
the pros, it’ll mean less pitchers will he signed. But it
should liven up the game with
more runs being scared."
standings show
ream
Brasses with three homeruns.
34 hits and zn RBI’s. He must
be a threat at the plate.
because he has been walked 21
times in his 123 trips to the
plate.
Rated as one of the top in twirlers on the west coast,
Coach Menges said. "He’s one
tit the finest shortstops that
Use seen since I’ve been here.
He’s smooth with great
!trifling hands. He’s got a
bright I uture in the pros. And
he’s: crazy."
Crazy or not. Menges does
not go along with the shaggy . .
bunk ol Brassea’s locks. The
shortstop hail to shave his
moustache and trim his hair to
plav tor Menges.
"It doesn’t made any
itillerence." contends Brasses.
’Al Canada we won the state
championship and we all had
Ione hair."
Long hair or not, the scouts
are watching Rob Brassea. His
I teldine is superb and when he
plants himsell at the plate, one
is sure to see a long hall hit.
Brasses turned the pros
down once, now they will have
10 wait tar him. Alas, the maws will have to wait lor the
21st birt hday of this right
handed power house.

’Kris Sorenson’s best game’

Varsity trashes Bears
By JOHN B. MATTHEWS
Sports Editor
Move over jell Gingrich.
Last night belonged to Kris
Sorenson.
Coming oil a triumph of the
Santa Clara Broncos Monday
night which Gingrich pitched
superbly.
the
varsity
baseballers
rapped
three
University of California at
Berkeley pitchers tor nine hits
and as many runs as the
Spartans whipped the Golden
Bears 9-1 at Municipal
Stadium last night.
It was the second victory in
as many attempts against the
Bears lor the Mengesmen this
season and their fourth

straight victory. The Spartans
are now 22-12-1 on the year.
But the night and the glory
belonged to Sorenson. The on seldom -and -of I -usually
pitch er hurled his best
performance of the year,
scattering seven Bear hits.
striking out 10 and keeping the
Bears oil stride most of the
night. In nine starts, it was
only his second complete
game.
"It was certainly Kris’ best
game ot the year.- coach
Menges said after the contest.
"He really turned into a pitcher tonight. That he did.

The season is almost completed for SIStl. The Spartahahes
meet the Alameda Naval Air Station today at 2:30 p.m. on the
Spartan Diamond. Greg Rowe is scheduled to throw against the

Catcher Bill Hiegel, who
drove in three important runs
lor the Spartans. couldn’t
agree more.
"His curve ball is his best
pitch.- said Hiegel "and
tonight he was getting it over.
He had ’good guts. Supporting Sorenson at the
plate was Hiegel. whose
squeeze bunt in the sixth gave
the Spartans their fifth run
and two run single in the
seventh put the game away:
Mark Carroll, by coach
Menges’ admission. "by tar
our hottest hitter.- cracked
two singles and drove in two
runs: Dennis Smith with a

Golfers vacation;
seventh in tourney
By DON GIOVANNINt
San lose Slate I
molt team laid an egg nye, t
baster holiday in the Western
Intercollegiate Golf Championships at Pasaliempo moll
course.
The egg hunt was played
last Thursday through
Saturday on the par 36-35-71.
b1.1111
yard
layout. 3

had I him ssoisl
I inish ever in the tournament
placing in seventh with a score
it 924. 27 strokes behind
winner University of
Southern Calif ornia.
Mark lye was low for the
golfers with a 54 hale total at
225. or 12 over par. Don Baker
tit I ISC won the individual
honors with a 4 over 217.

Other scores
for the
Dan
included
Spartans
rhames 79-77-75-231. Jim
Knoll 79-7h-78-233. Phil Berry
79-78-78-235, Kim Porter 7980-78-237.
Coach ferry Vroom reflected
in the teams poor finish by
saving. "Dean May our
strongest player going into t he
tournament pulled up with a
sore hack and couldn’t
compete in the last two
rounds. I ’sing the four hest nut
ol six rounds on a days play.
this really hurl our chances."
The linkmen who finished
second here last year and
usually finish in the top five.
However they barely made
the 15 team cut for the final
t lays play.
"The course played pretty
hard with a touch wind. We
Inst had too many big holes.
I he sevens and eights really
killed us." Vroom concluded.
Other team scores behind
ISC were Brigham Young 899.
!Jam Beach Stale 905. Fresno
Slate 9119, defending champ
Arizona State 914, and StanIttrd 922 in tront of SIMI.
Rounding out the top ten
were New Mexico 927.
Arizona 931. and MCI& 936.
l’he presitiginus tourney
had teams competing from
seven states as far away as
Hawaii and Washington.
-We are definitely not up to
our normal standard al
performance." slated Vroom.
"With the good weather we
should he playing much
better."
the golfers next tournament
th he the I IS Collegiate In, dational al the Stanford Coll
Course.
running
from
tomorrow through Saturday.
It is unknown weather May
will compete in the 54 hole

solid single in the sixth for one
run and infield out in the
seventh drove in another: Rob
Brasses with a picture hitand-run double in the second
scoring Carroll all the way
trum first: and Sorenson
himself. with two hits in lour
appearances.
The Spartans jumped to a Ili lead in the second on
firassea’s hit and Iwo more in
thE litth on lineal the stranger
defensive tactics in baseball.
With runners on second and
third and Iwo outs, coach
George Wolf man of IJC-13
decided to intentionally walk
No. 3 hiller Dan Mays to get to
clean-up hitter Carroll.
Carroll responded to the insult by lining a single to score
Iwo runs and put the game
away.
The maneuver was strange
in that two were out. But
walking Mays, who was 0 lor 2
Iii get to Carroll who had hi)
the ball solidly his last time at
bat made the move stranger
yet.
What did coach Menges
think of that sort orthinking.?.
"I loved it."
Sorenson lost his shutout in
the ninth with most ot the
blame belonging to himsell.
Catcher Brad Brian doubled
to center to open the inning
and went to third after Sorenson turned his back on home
plate alter a close pitch. Hiegel
had already released the ball
which ended in centerfield.
’Iwo inlield out scored Brian
shut out
Sorenson’s
and
disappeared. But no matter.
lice game had long been
decided.

Saturday at PAL field. The
Aztecs are 6-6 in league, just
ahead of the Spartans. who are
3-5. The series Is truly a most
tor both teams il either expects
to be a contender this season.

1111:6
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STUDENT
SERVICES
WEST INC.
THE BEST
WAY OUT
OF SAN
JOSE.

For Free Student
Travel Information
Call 287-8301 or
stop by 235 East Santa
Clara. Suite 710. San
Jose A slJdent owned
and operated service.

The Spartans have two clays
oll from league play before
resuming their chase in the
PCAA conference. SISU will
Diego State
host San
University Friday nigh) and

13:8111871

Student
Services
West, Inc.

PRE -SUMMER
VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL
Cheek up

Tune up

lune-up
Adjust valses
( heck eliMpremion
Adjust carburetor
Set timing
( hange oil
7. Lubrication

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

8. 4 sea spark plugs
9. .1 quarts of oil
10.7sess Points
11.Adjust brakes
transmission
12.( heck
fluid -add
13.( heck brake fluid -add
I4.( heck batter, fluid -add

$2 5

p02,

with thi. ad

(good ’till May 30)

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
Mon, -Fri. 7:30 to 5 Sat. by Appt.

294-1562

11th and San Carlos

Injured...Dean May

F rosh defeat Cardinals;
drop three to Broncos
While the rest of the student body was vacationing during
Easter break, the SISI I ’rash basebsll team was working hard.
Rut not quite hard enough.
The freshmen played four games during the spring break,
heating a strong Stanford team, but dropping three la the Santa
Clara Broncos.
The victory. 10-ft, against the Stanford Cardinals last Tuesday, was sweet. The Spartababes had recently lost two
doubleheaders to the Cards the previous week.
Ruddy Parsons 12-41 went the distance for the Spartans
against Stanfnrd. Third baseman, lease Tamez. had three hits in
four trips to the plate, one hit being a grand slam homerun.
TAMP?. is leading the frosh with a .400 batting avearge.
Wednesday. the trash met Santa Clara for the first of three
defeats. Steve Gorden -Forbes. 11-31 pitched for SIMI.
The final score was 11-10, and that was the score after five innings. Said coach Inn Hennig. "Everyone hit in the opening innings, hut we could not get the hits at the end, even though we
had hese runners."
Tamer again went three for four. First baseman. Rob Cardin,
went three for five. Cardin is second in the frnsh halting average
rating, hitting an impressive .396.
SNIT went nut to the ballpark again on Friday to meet the
Broncos, this time on home turf. But the home advantage was not
there, as the trash dropped their second contest the Santa Clara
18-7
Hennig said. "We hit the hall well. They got four homeruns and
one double, and that was all they needed."
Shoristop-turned-pitcher, Greg Rowe. (0-2) was on the mound
for SUSI I.
Traveling hack to Santa Clara for the last game on Saturday.
the Spartababes lost this one on a contested homerun. 7-9.
Pitcher Rene Trevinn. who is also an infielder-turned -pitcher.
hit a homerun and a double in the third game. SIMI scored two
runs in the first and three in the second inning.
The freshmen were leading going into the ninth inning, 6-3. A
disputed homerun by Santa Clara rut dawn the Spartans again.
"The hall was not over the fence, hut the amp said that it WAS."
said Hennig.
Cardin again got three hits, and center fielder. Larry Ceccato
nicked up two doubles. Trevino 10-1) picked up the loss, completing his first game.
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Airmen
SISI I winds up its 1973 season with four games against IR:
Berkeley in May.
The Spartans are 5-13 in league play. RohCardin lead the frosh
with three hnmeruns and 18 RBIs, Four Spartans, Cardin. Tamer.
Paul Cuillian and Steve Pond are all batting in the .300’s.
Culbert. Tamer and catcher. Rill Espino each have two homeruns
on their records
ICI,

Students
rate
t Hilton.
’,end for your Student IdentifiCation Card and get a
:Ho break on rates at Hilton Hotels and Inns coast to
i oast (Grad students and faculty. too ) Just mail this
upon to Hilton Hotels Corp. Travel Dept , National
’,ales Div. 9880 Wilshire Blvd . Beverly Hills. Cal
40210 Then come visit the Hiltons

I

liege

Vitamin E is the latest vitamin recognized for its need
in human nutrition by the U. S. Government.
Many doctors are recommending using more polyunsaturated fats in the diet. When you do this, your body
needs more Vitamin E. Make sure you get your Vitamin E
daily.
There are no extremely rich sources of natural Vitamin E.
That is one of the reasons it is USUALLY so expensive,.
BUT here is a miracle of a Vitamin E value.

Introductory Offer next 4 days only.
We will give you

OCOFF

on your first bottle of 50 capsules
American Dietaids Vitamin E 50’s
100 International Units
’irimmov

Only

69 O(Reg.

S1.19)II
with this ad only

Supplies Limited at this price. First Come, First Served.
Save 500
Name
Address
State

Please fai in and give name, address ray Slate

Zip

No easy vatue Coupon good traatas merchant/4e on,

Good next 4 days only. Bring this money-saving ad to:

\Jcitess
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Labor funds for summer

No Department of

County in -school program faces budget cuts
Community News Service
the
of
Directors
Neighborhood Youth Corps
Clara
Santa
in
program
County are hopeful for funds
in the near future, despite
word from the Department of

ot the program’s budget
Cu,.
However, the situations are
different for the in-school and
out -school programs. Both
programs are supposed Whelp
potential drop -outs and high

Stock discussion
Stuck market secrets will
be discussed in a class called
’The Stock Market: What’s It
All About" on May 9 from 7 to
9:30 p.m. in Art 139.
The class will be instructed
a

Spooner.

Patrick

by

slucktirtiker with lJean Witter
and Co. in Cupertino.
Tuition is $12.
Registration materials and
turther information may be
obtained from Extension
Services, jC 214.

school

respec-

drop-outs,

i be operating during
said Rosendin.
The in-school program staff
will split up for the summer,
but Rosendin said the county
education board has agreed to
provide the stall with summer
will

the summer.

tively.

Hector Rosendin of the in -school
program. there is now no
money for the summer. The
funds which pay for wages
and supportive services stop
in June. Normally. these funds
would have continued through
the summer.
According to director

some
Rosendin
said
arrangements have been made
and
with the agencies
organizations to continue to
provide training during the
summer. Alternate methods of
paying wages to the enrollees
must now be found since NYC

lobs.

The

stall

loin

will

together again in September
because funds will once more
be available, although not
from the Department of Lobo,
said Rosendin.
Rosendin expects to receivr
money from the Public Employees Program which will be
budgeted $300 million. This
program is designed to hire
heads of households for city,

community or county jobs.

Trend beginning in politics;
radicals vie for local seats
(from page If
"A lot of

referred to as "the red squad."

war research is

Doug

l’he unit, they claim, has compiled files on all local radicals.

electron

According to Mattern, a suit

microscopist. said. He is the
candidate for the Peace Union.
He was the first chairman for
Concerned Citizens Against
the War, one of the first nonstudent anti -war groups in the
early 1960’s.
"Parts for 6-52 bombers are
made here," he mentioned.
"Lockheed is down here and
electronics research is being
done at Stanford for the war
effort. We would like to get rid
of local war industries by putting them on a initiative

the city of
Palo Alto to abolish the unit.
Hu city agreed to do so.
Mattern said, but has not
curtailed the unit or its activities.
"City council rubber stamps
everything the police says
and does." Mat tern said.
One seemingly sensitive
area of the coalition is the
presence of Venceremos.
Numerically,
the militant
organization is larger and is
spread out through the Bay
Area.
"Every time the opposition
hits against the coalition.**
Philo said. "They hit against
Venceremos. They even refer

done in
Mattern,

this

area,

39

an

ballot."
The four coalition members
complained about Palo Alto’s
police department’s special
investigation unit, which they

was brought against

FREE:all the dope you’ll
need for a Europe trip.

to us as the "Venceremos
Coalition." Well, we are not.
We are groups who have
worked together in the past
and now we want to work
together for the future."
He added. "Scare tactics
won’t work. Venceremos has
worked for low income
housing, drug programs and
the only low cost child care
center. If anybody can attack
them for that, let them try."
asserted
Youdelman
Venceremos’ main difference
with its fellow coalition
members is it is "a communist
organization not limited to one

particular struggle.
"We are." he said. out to
build a communist party for
the revolution in this country.
We are not a sell -defense
organization. Venceremos is
lighting

for

socialism

national scale."
All
of
the

on

a

whether or not all, some, or
none of them win a seat.
"If we win or not." Philo
said. "we’ll be doing the same

the day alter the election
that we were doing he flay
before."
work

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT 511 VA TEXACO
PARKING

SILVATIRES
BATTERIES

TUNE-UP

my.
mu,

.

extension of funds will be to

1974. The program was
budgeted for a full
year until this July.
After ’Lily 1974. Pecoraro
said his program can only
receive money from the
July

originally

!from page it
Despite the potential of
to
elements
various
downgrade the overall condation of the housing units,
property owners
many
seemingly have been able to

-blighted- areas.
Quoting directly from the
"All
16
had
a
report,
significant number of blocks
ithree or morel with substandard housing rates over 20 per

of

cent. ’rhis rate is considered a

stability in the upkeep of their
properties.
A 1967 report by the
Housing Division of the Santa
Health
Clara County

critical level."
Based on an evaluation of 31
neighborhoods in San lose. the
college neighborhood was also
found 60 per cent deficient in

maintain

Department

measure

a

indicated

seven

/8 S 4th -

close to CSUSJ library

compete separately for money
from the Mayor’s Manpower
Committee. Pecoraro said he is
afraid the whole situation will

become a political free-for-all.
There

are

organizations

33

different

and

persons

from the community who will
decide which programs in the
county get money.
"Our only hope is to play it
as straight as possible, present
our track record to date and
not go political," he said.

The 1968 report indicated
area was 90 per cent
deficient in public lighting. To

bing or had plumbing that was
deteriorating or dilapidated.
The problem is each of the 16

Norberg at the redevelopment
agency, lighting immediately

neighborhoods

in

the

1968

"Neighborhood Analyses" has
pockets DI what are termed

Norberg explained that in
order to improve lighting.
voters would have to approve
a bond issue payable by the
residents of the college area.
but the voters demonstrated in
the past an unwillingness to
commit themselves.

Finally,
according to
Norberg, a series of rapes in
the neighborhood around the
campus convinced the voters
of the need for at least some
lighting in
the area
immediately around the campus.

storm sewers.

the housing units in
the college neighborhood were
either lacking sufficient plumper cent of

the

a small extent, according to

the campus of
Sail lose State University has
improved.
been
surrounding

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

If you
can drive it,we’ll
insure it for less.
California Financial Responsibility, including
Uninsured Motorist Coverage, for SIX MONTHS as LOW as:
SINGLE MALE

MARRIED MALE

SINGLE FEMALE

THIS WEEK ONLY
DEVELOPING ... 99c

18-20
21-24

$118’
$ 86’

18-20
21-24

$104’

18-20
21+

$ 93’

$ 65*

$49.

Requires an ASB card and minimum of 12 units
undergraduate

work or 8 graduate.

KODACHROME Movies or Slides
Super 8 or Reg. 8MM Movies;

518 South 10th Street the place to go

SINCE 1936

CC-

Mayor’s
Manpower Committee. It will then be handling
now
revenue-sharing
the
directly from the
coming
Department of Labor.
Both programs will have to

Housing problems increasing

Coupon good April 25 -May 2

Sicax
amain.. ink. 11..

Uepartment of Labor that an

20 Exp. Slides

MOO
SkkkiMiRlLARi.
,

the out -school program said
there are indications from the

candidates

stressed their work with the
continue
community
will

WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS

Stvtlent

Congress has objections for
taking money from PEP for
NYC. said Rosendin. It
contends it is better to give
lobs to the lathers of families
who can earn more wages,
than to give jobs to youth who
can only earn $1.65. said
Rosendin.
Director Dino J. Pecoraro of

XEROX COPIES 10.

PRESCRIPTIONS.’

CSIS
404 S. Third St,
289-8681

CAMPUS
INSURANCE
SERVICE
UpstaIrs-corner of
3rd and San Salvador

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FR E

BLUE RIDGE RANGERS
RICH OVERSTREET

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
. nod Supplements i instant Protein
C vas E Calcium MC i
Nome Cleaners ,Elator. IIL etc
Beauty AiderProteinized Snampoo etc ,
John & Nor, 90118009 797 I066
LOVE YOUR BOSS
ikHAALEik
Am
own boss
No Quotas
No Reis
No Pressure
(Jur incentives are ample
F vary gauciputor nes dinerera gores &
diflemnt 013roaches The tact met Our
neturet products really are the lines? IS
reflected in our
oNPREGEDENTE0 Sales Growth
These figures aria
BLOW YOuR MIND
Please make r moans,
6.
sa you to do a IrtlIB resew, r
moor, are let YOU sponsor
JOHN 6 MARY
466 So Sty 82
797.3E166
GUYS AND GALS!
Inn a colleen-age BALLET class at
tuner. School of Bagel Beim lechnihue tor beginnino dancers Small
<James -individual attention Beverly
Eufrans Omni Director 241-1300
GOT A "MOSLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS Can MOM Call trie Smarm
Daily afternoons alter 2 pm 277.3181
DO YOU like A S era:ems hereon cern.
Pus, It not dont Botch apply for the
prograrn bOard Apply in the A S office
FREE MOV/NO DONIS 8, WOOD
PALLETS
C.ourtsy St
BODEGA ESPANA
& Wine Making
1040 N 4111
SINGLE ADULTS-NEED FRIENDS,
myllornhop it Bible Nulty Sundays Sam at
lye Ett-OSvreden Restaurant
31
AuzeralS neat Sears on Menden
SPROUT SANDWICHES ;rum 351-554
jinseni lea holm cow NA TuHAL FOOD
5 I URE ¶205 San Sahrodor 51
MARIJUANA?
weip reform Stale laws Mate your own
organization stronger Go to ry
iasia conference Aran, 78 Ave Can 086
boa
SLUE RIDGE RANGERS
Upper Llivision A S CounLa
university Students Penn iusr
Working together I or 00.
GEO CINEMA ’Cool Breeze" ivith
Internal Reaulale, Apr 25. 3:306 730
PM Md Auditoria?, 500
FRIDAY FUCKS Anne of 1000 Days
starring Richard Burton 7 6 10 PM Fn
Apra 27. Morns Dailey Aud 504 ’dm
JONAH’S WAIL IS COMING Apr 27.26
LAtteli bar, lire malt. grail elm0417,1979.
igth 8 San Carlos Ste

L.ALLING ALL DOLLY FANS-Actress
Paige leads SJ Mumc Tfleatre scent
loyous production at HELLO.
L Yi at Montgomery Theatre May 5, dazzling choreOgrPfty by Walessiunal Steve Merritt Student A children s
rates from 13 50 Wed & Thurs 830 per
Also special 230 Sun matinee rates for
all L.all S.) Music Theatre 2864641 or
corms oy 30E San Fernando AlsoSJ Box
Unice oral door ADDITIONAL 506 OFF
UivE TICKET WITH THIS AD
STUDENTS-Hearing tested free! Need
People with known or sulleetled losses.
Audiology student Call 867-3101 for
dorm aft 5 30

’AUTOMOTTVE

c.).

Exceirent 0200

65 PONT LE MANS 329. Hurst capes
New brake. water pump S!mime gear
;TT 882? or 296-5863
526W REBUILT 0i l0." NEW"... Des?
793-1667 or 2 2 1446
Se TR.260 61 VW Camper 620S 9th 427
own note 130 289 Bldg 0 r New
114 FIAT SPORT COUPE. 65 soiled
1,e5 /J tags
..
, , 1.1 10, ASx at 490 Maxe otter 07
For.:19e 5600
,

ES ’OMAHA
19tis do

.us,

SAVE TINS AD’ Before you purchase
costly stereo equip retail check yea for
discount prices to SJS students ton all
your needs) We guarantee the lowest
prices in the Bay Area on such nemeses
Sansui Pioneer Marantz Test Dual
etc Call on tor weeidy specie!’ tooi 2925593 or 252-2028
A MILLION USED BOOKS paperbacks
i
omen and magazines Neat old
nooksiore largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff di I man Twice
Head BOOM at E San Fernando btwn
M., *311? 10 30.5 A) 10,011 wIth_thoe AO
117 18 FT. SAILBOAT. Osysailer 4 ra P
Li 13 mots iackets bleier $I t 50 Pr.
21,8-9172

PuNTIAC 6r TEMPEST. ’

FOR SALE

I
FABULOUS
Lay !Dr IDa
virnoS1 ac Isle Ath
w -big Panelled Mm rrn wet Oar Tile or
try all concl vrav opts drps soh water
MIL 540 950 Owner 272-0133

er.ginelike
ALSO ,His Call
as
1970 vw BUG.

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
NO Student Fielused
IA/ TO 25NDiSCOUNT FOR 3 OGPA OR
NON-SMOKERS
Mont.)/ Payments available
945-0223 days 241-8873 eyes
VW stalionwegon 67 rebuilt engine in 64
body Utterly dependable Beet offer over
5585 Call 353-2291

FOR Slit
TO GOOD HOMO: coi,..sher ’nu, 9
1i0106 old Sty Cali 379 1681 Eyes
GUITARS 8 AMPLIFIERSII
ra...OUSTiC & ELECTRIC -new 8 used
All at discount emcee
Guitar showcase
Ant S Bascom 377-5864
_
SLACKUTII PO
$ 1 50. PATCHES
155 A UP INCENSE 25-296 PIPES 51 00
uP RADIOS 1305 & UP LEATHER
O0005 BINOCULARS 82200 & UP
BLACKLI TE COMPLETE 18’ 211 gs 4
$22 95 STROBE LIGHTS $1765. GAS
GLO BULB 1365 INDIA PRINTS FISH
NETTING 51 988 UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernendo
hie Iron, SJSU Phone 292-0409

IF YOU USE 5005e. you’ll love
RECYCLE different WI botrolt100111
Recent oareeesciis SI 11P0CS Seel SchFl
seiection in Say Area Records too We
nave the bOOks you want 4 need & best
pf loin in town Yes we buy & node book a
A records RECYCLE 235So 1st St 2855215

’.
. manage
5141.11.11Eb COUPLE
& .aundrelle ;Just Pe capable of
maintenance work 28’4900
NEED family name mailing list from US
011011e gooks in SJSU library by
semester send 268-3038 after 530
A.S. Recreation needs a Summer Stall’?
day camp leaders. 1 facility supr. and 1
ideguard. Contact Penny Terry in AS
Hecreahon Office. Ext. 72972.
ONE housemn part-time 3 miles tram
campus 259-0196
LOOKING FOR GUYS with or without
cam to run Sales Crews Sal. Sun. a eves
140-4920 3002 Lawrence Espy tat Central). Santa Clara, Green Thumb Lawn
service.

HOUSING

SHREDDED FOAM ROSIER
404 PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT. Ph 293-2964

LARGE? SCORM APT. lust peinted Brand
one COuCn W & G pd SUIVIrner rates
scsiabie Rent $155/rno Prkng pots OK
.
’lb Hal 01 pins mu rent free

FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
sierman French A Russian records and
000118 tar sale Reasormble Call 2973890

ONE LARGE BORM APT. New shag
rugs Water & garbage pa Available now
Call 293-7796 751 S 2011 St 88

THE LOST FLI’A
50 variety
snops - 1940 S tnt Sr Ph 293-2323
lperr Wed inrii Sun 11-a 30 8 0-530
vrve var.Sat" ag.cn ThouSem.3 or
51056 BOOTS
standard 200cm
bindings 555 Learner buCkle boots
s.:e IbId )on campus, call 277-8233
SIG SALE Mama Dawsons Bazaar 268
So let St near San Carios New 6 used
’flings cable tables banes 6 candles
WE HANDEUILD the best stereo
louesPealter systems for the Money
K C K. LOUDSPEAKERS from $25 3549289
GARRARD IR. ESE Auto-changer with
Stanton 500 E cartridge. base. & cover
$50 2 Quadratics I speakers. 12" woofer,
6 midrange. 2 tweeters $90 seen Good
condition 295-2815
NIKKOMATT FIN Body. Chrome, Excellent sand $150 275-0596
DOWN BAD 2 lb goose excellent condition $50 Ampex cassette recorder. 20
watts with speaker, and tapes $65 Call
065-3339 Phil or Mary

HELP WANTED
UNIVERSITY Sluaenls early iUSPI A
Oositme direction,
TO 0000 mOtee: come-she rair. 9
munt1.15 old 510 Call 379.3881 Eves
New modern pat shop need,
Aggrenive pan and full time sales
people You wilt tie setting A K C MAW.s
and pet suppiies Experience in direct
seeing very help tul Tromcai lien
nackground also Manful Excellent cam.
inimion program Contact RCM or Jim at
4 Eli
DEMONSTRATORS
FluISISERMAiD PARTY PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND, DISTRICT MANAGER 408.
356.9227

ATTRACTIVE. LARGE, CORNER room
in quiet hOMO Ideal for Study Parking.
kitchen MN near Campus Serigull.
mature man $75/mo 286-9154
DELUXE FURN. Apt for rent $130Eno 4
frnin cantons (Jinn, SW* manager
Alit Al 165 E Heed St
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great at’,loser’s. linen & maid service, color
I Kitchen priv tile showers. parking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
$6910 569. my 296-9504 Sr 293-6345
LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom apts Ian $130 unfurl $120
w, w new carpets Oudot atmosphere near
the campus 385 S 4th St Call Ben 2698383 or John 3564706

FEMALE ROOMATE ’00.10 IS
..
oaf nrigse wan two otners 1 0111
carnous Rent $6250 Cell 287-1122
$OO AND UP, nice comfortable. quiet
rooms downtown, kit p110 .293-3610 156
N 5th St
SUNNY STUDIO, nicety furnished bdrrn,
convenient to SJSU $110. Also 1 1X11111,
$1350, 2 bdrrn $155 Pool 998-2416 or
321-6573
FREE RENT. One months Free Rent to
students wIth 6 months rental egrewnent
Minutes front campus adult and honey
sections, small pets. recreation ’sonnies
2 &Pm 2 bath from $175 Unfurnished
from $196 furnished 3 barn apts also
available. Willow Glen West Coll 2661474
3-4 Studentel ge 2 Odom turn apt AEA
mind Carpel Mary parking 6/05 KIM
STUDIO-neat cozy. Room yrkitch
F uHNISHED 1 odrrn 4 rooM apt Ph 2921112 Ask for Joe
FURNISHED APTS.
230 E San Salvador St !across from
Uuircan Hall) Summer & Fall applicatioEs
now being taken Call 294-6028 or 2948758 Ask for is Or Mr Lee
LOW SUMMER RATES -INCREASED
SECURITY
5 3 Bedroom 2 batn-oodi on St pa
ASK wood paneling-shag opts 470 S
Ittn Sr Pn 287-7590

FOR RENT; 2 bedroom turnkeys
apanment 6150 533 Seize, 10th Street,
Call 272-0216

TYPING
60 Non", 3.3 St Apt .823
2814355
EL DORADO APT&
Huge 1 Bearoorn Apt see to appreciate
carpets drapes beautiful wallpaper In
kitchen 5 min from campus 293-3635
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Mastign ’ Reports ’ Dielertations
Menanne Timbers 1924 Horns
Telephone 371-0395 San Joss
TYPING, EDITING. FAST. ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER CALL 24443444 AFTER 530
MARY BRYNER
RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract
Free dal Free service Call EsChe’s 2512598

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
NIGH Quaid, weckfind pholOWAPnV for
ati/VVEST Bay Area rates 588 includes
gold 8 voids altnon 60 color prtnts 01
Your cnolce lull set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra lull
notor 8 X Ms SI 25 each Staff ol 20
onolographers makes. appointment to
one 0111 samples -then decide Open
*very evening until 10 pm Frit FREE
estidal Packet call 257316n

SUPER LARGE 1 bdrm. apts.
?’carpeting. Furniehed. $135/mo.
Summer rates $115. 439 S 411101 Call
996-8619

2 ICIRM. Apt 5135/month or Studio
$95/month. 601 S 5th St See mgr 45 or
call 295-089001 258-0617

VERY QUIET APTS
Lg. room, 1 hr furnished
oats carpets Recreation room
Swim pool 513g m.
6205 9th St San Jaw Calif
231-4917

LARGE, 0 38.800m furnisheo Apt,
itimdern air cond clean 695 5 Ittn Call
2/5-1974

TWO FEMALES needed IS share large.
partly Turn. 2 bdrm house vel other girl
E001M0 Pets OK. For summer 293-3702

T141111111 SEDROOM HOUSEis Acroes
street from campus furnish Or unturn
Faculty preferred Cali 354.4363

IA $ BOARDING HOME.
Rooms for Rent for gin students Clean
modern rooms all turniiirmil and we ao
rye laundry Breakfast iunCy and dinner
included and transportation it neeoed
Lail 251-8764

FROM SE&MO. New rooms across the
campus Kit pros, 1.011 rid Men 81 95 S
9In women 278 S 10th St Many extras
tnat Must 54 Been OW daily 101.rispecNon Call 295-8514 295-852e nr 2579586

T YPING -ISM
Select ri c - Thesis.
reports general typing. letters etc
Reasonable rates 203-6895

HOUSES, WOMEN for summer 9, next
Sch001 tern, Flreplaos. garbage disposal.
net Et freezer, volley ball & tennis court
Will accomodate groan of 4. 6.87. Call
at 406 So. 11th St

LARGE I 60 barn ems summer ,au.s
341, 9720 Ouiet mory /11C0ptno
LEAN 5365 810 Sr 295-7094

PASSPORTS-I. D. PHOTOS
410r 53 50 node), iemice B m -3 13 is)
to noon TINKERBELL
Self a m
STUDIO 1040 The Ai email@ $J Call 2665882

2 bedroom furnished apartment
Spacious rooms. Summer rate $130 588
5 10th St 272-0295

UNIVERSITY CLUS-Co-ed Beauhfut
house Magi.. grand piano, color I V .
recreshon room, kit MN maid &
Parsing COW:Nerd InClUdellCOntinental
BreNtlaSt Frorn $79crno 202 So 11th
293-7374

SIN
Large studio sip study room
Heated pools turn wcarpets
5 min frem camp.,
Secluded
297.1200

;:apers, etc e
and last Phone 259-8674

ROOM FOR RENT 2 Mks from campus
Glean Call 292-1587 or 267-9136
ROOMS, MEN, Cheerful. wry. wall to wall
carpet Good beds Outside entrance
1.10101 406 So 1 1M St

SERVICES
FREE: I 9 goldfish to any with ig pond
Also 24 Oscar, Need 20911 tank cii
913.5166 Sal
& M-W-F. 9-2
TYPING in my North side home
ressonable Salaried., guaranteed
263-2739

WRITING AND RESEARCH assonene
Typing. editing (grad & under) Also
Everything or Eve. vbody 376.8018
IF YOU’RE ENGAGED..
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Natures taking pan in making our moot
Wadding Invitations and Accessorise the
most Creative and personalized ever
colorful flowery prOCIamatiOnS Rich
ougonel nature-pholography invitations
tven the creamy ClallSiC liacht$0111111
I OWN A COUNTRY DUPLICATING hir
nogg selection of truly original aCCM,
%oriel! And announcements to choose
hum -with leery special gift offer to any
CSIJSJ student with INS ad
TOWN & COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 5 Sweloge-Sunnyvele Rd.
Cupertino, Cell? 95014
Phone 253-1131

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
AT 235E Sang. Clem SI 294-4499
TYMNG-Fleasonable experienced and
lam IBM Selectric Call Helen 263-2739
Try our DRY CLEANING for Sweeter&
smite. pante. 956 it up. Campus
Launderette. Corner S. 3rd & San
Salvador.

PERSONALS
UNIVERSITY Students WISP) Working
together in a Posttiye Dtrectioni
UNIVERSITY Students Party IUSPI A
1.1,501,0 direction.
SALES: New modern pet shop needs
rogresSive part And lull time sales
Icicle You yell De Selling A IX C: puppies
./11 pet supplies Expenence in direct
wfiii11 Yet, neto Isis Tropical fish
rmiLkgroung also netplul Excellent Cum.
n.,,,ton program Cont.? Hick or Jim at
11,1
FREE, 1 9’ amino to any *116 19. gad.
Alla 24’ Oscars Need 20 gal lank Call
923-5198 Sat 9-5. M-W-F- 9-2
UNIVERSITY Students iUSP) Working
togranua a Postloye OirediOnt
SEA FRIEND to handicapped man Lore
tree in attractive ream Girls over 18
please call 298.2300 all $
POETRY WANTED fOr anthology In’
dude stamped envelope Contemporas
Litersture Free, 311 Califomis Street
Suite 412 San Francisca 94104
DONATE ON A REGULAR 1111.000
piasrna program and receive up to
$40/monthly Bring student ID or thiri ad
bonus with your Wet
and receive
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
S Almaden Aye San Jose CA294-6535
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 pm
STUDENTSI YOUR
OWN CASH FLOWIll
tato Lasn part iirne wan your own Mali
Order business Easy two-how $2-Marl
Order Course provides instant know.
now Free details or sere time send Si
plunCAsalestae Fortune World 0e01 7
du* 4012 1.081er city CA 94404
Sly OF STOCKLMEIR.
ripe, about dinner Saturday Apr 1,8
SURVIVE.
Tim of Long Wind

10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FRUM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
19161 451-7905
146452nd St Sacramento, CA 95819
SUMMER CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
Dale Destination Airless Price
Lb Ju 8 Oat to Frankfurt 0141652/S
Het July 4 ElluSSeIS 10 Oak DC-10
Lv Jo 190ak to Arnalerdam ONA
Hel July 25 Fmnkfurt to Oak DC -10
Li July 5 Oak to London ONA 3279
Het Aug 8 Amsterdamto Oak DC-10
Lv July 22016 to Frankton (3NA $279
Het Aug 22 Zurich to Oak DC-10
I plus many other flightS1 One way nights
3159 For further Might into Contact
lirChard 274-4613
_
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks 1387
incluShre London departures Small
internaliOnal group Camping !ravel Ages
15-30 Also Europe Africa India 3-11
wks Write Whole Earth Traver Ltd Box
1497 KC Mo 64141
FLYING SOON? Well It Pays To Be
Young With TWA Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72621
can twit/ you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 113 off with TWA Youth passport a take
up to 24 months 10 pay win a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Cell 2257262 for information after 500 298.4800
tor reservations Or yOur Meal trayM agent
EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student 111913113 Student camping lours
inroughOut Europe Russia and Mexico
Officio’ SOFA agent for inter-European
’Warm? Charter tlighlS including Middle
EMI and Far East CONTACT ISCA
11607 San Vicente Bled 04 LA Calif
90049 TEL 12131 826-5669 826-0955
CHANTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
,narter Fildrils inter natiOnal call (Am.
....014e0 franc ,A Morn., 286.1196

SPARTAN
CLASSIFIED

reed a
Good Car?

uTURIE CPA’S Learn how TO Prefone fOr
CPA exam BECKER CPA REVIEW
coURSE Carl collect 415-781-4395 /51
ii446
00015 one Man is one All rehear,n
one 3 reasons to investigate It,, SAHA
Aifri Triur 8 pm Montalvo Pro S IJ
WANTED: Small inexpensive noose
ballet Excellent condition Karen /04
50.188

LEARN SPORT PARACHUTING
cUMPLE TE FIRST JUMP INS AU(
TIONS
ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
STEVENS PARA.LOFT 569-53511

DRUG-11)
Armnyrn0115 Analysis
ialf, 965,150

MAGICAL KITTENS free lo good home
be of food to boot Call 294-1675 Mtn§
or nights

PHOTOGRAPHY
SOS
Passports $4
Ada PR Fashion 9816
t..ilor 275-0596

HAPPY !BIRTHDAY IMITATOR
LOVE ALWAYS.
MONA. DALE. TOM

TYPIST-PAST. Accurale Can editMasters etc Near SJSU Mrs Asianisn
2984104

CHINESE Tai Chi art A exercise tor
health & relaxetion, old & young Also
sword 6 falchion. 327-9360 4-10 PM

Weddings

TRANSPORTATION

PAUL
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DE-SOPPER
LOVE YOU, DUI

*AUTOMOTIVE’
And ;o place your ad

